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inTroduCTion

with »trade unions in transformation«, the friedrich-ebert-Stiftung contributes 
to shifting the narrative about trade unions. moving away from the standard 
depiction of unions as victims of globalization, this project highlights that un-
ions do have agency and power. the stories of successful trade union action we 
are telling in this brochure demonstrate how labour can and already does shape 
globalization.
at the same time, we acknowledge that the labour movement is under attack. 
the conditions under which trade unions operate are worsening practically every-
where: repressive political regimes and conservative backlashes are on the rise, 
technological change threatens to displace (unionized) jobs, while informal and 
precarious labour is becoming increasingly »normal«.
however, trade unions are neither helpless nor passive! all trade unions do have 
power. Power comes in different forms and shapes. the concept of »power re-
sources« distinguishes four types of power unions can draw from. the resolute 
collective action that mobilizes the associational power of workers is at the heart 
of labour agency. labour power may also reside in its place in the production pro-
cess, that is, unions may make use of their structural power to disrupt or withdraw 
labour. thirdly, unions have power within institutional arrangements, including 
through labour laws and within tripartite bodies. finally, unions can mobilize so-
cietal power by building alliances with social and political actors or by influencing 
public debate, for example when they successfully link their struggles to broader 
social norms and values.
importantly, trade unions have a strategic choice to apply, develop or neglect their 
power resources. it is their decision to use or not use them, to innovate or to stand 
still. the rapid changes of the capitalist mode of production in the 21st century 
and the pressure it puts on working people forces trade unions to adapt or to lose 
relevance.
against this background, »trade unions in transformation« tells 25 stories of 
how unions have innovated and how they were successful in their struggles (or 
have embarked in a promising strategic direction). the stories we present here cut 
across sectors, continents, levels of engagement and types of organizations and 
thus display the richness and variety of trade union action. authored by journal-
ists, the stories capture the essence of case studies originally written by labour 
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scholars or unionists themselves. these original, full stories are available for further 
reading at https://www.fes.de/lnk/transform.
collecting and examining all these stories of transformation allowed us to iden-
tify four main topics, along which this brochure is organized: crossing the divide 
between the formal and informal; facing Global capital; Building alliances; and 
transforming unions towards New horizons. 

SectioN 1: croSSiNG the divide BetweeN the formal aNd iNformal

the stories of ugandan transport workers, Kenyan security guards, Nigerian textile 
workers, indian street vendors and South Korean cleaners in Section 1: crossing 
the divide between the formal and informal have one element in common: they 
show how workers in non-standard forms of employment eschewing traditional 
forms of trade unionism were or are organized. in the process of including »in-
formal« workers, new types of organizations have emerged, organizations that 
are »hybrid« in that they cater to both formally employed workers and workers in 
informal or precarious work arrangements. combined with organizational flexibil-
ity, a more inclusive understanding of solidarity and of who is a worker enabled 
unions to approach workers in informal arrangements, bring their strength into 
the equation of a struggle, and come up with innovative ways of collaboration 
and interest representation. these stories strongly indicate that a new expression 
of labour as agents actively shaping the world of work is about to emerge.

SectioN 2: faciNG GloBal caPital

Section 2 on facing Global capital focuses on unions taking on multinational 
companies and parts of their value chain. case studies include those of Brazilian 
construction workers preparing the fifa world cup, turkish transport workers 
in dhl and other logistics companies, russian as well as German and american 
automotive workers, central american textile workers, pharmaceutical workers 
in argentina, South american airline workers and Starbucks employees in chile. 
the exposure to global capital may leave workers vulnerable, but at the same time 
opens up new strategic opportunities. applying different strategies and drawing 
on multiple power resources, unions leverage their power against multinationals. 

https://www.fes.de/lnk/transform
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for example, unions make use of their structural power by taking advantage of the 
time-bound nature of globalized production, including in auto assembly lines or 
deadlines to finish world cup Stadiums. attacking the corporate image of a gar-
ment brand or a coffee chain makes use of societal power, especially when peo-
ple’s sense of justice is evoked successfully. as the oecd complaint mechanism 
in the chile case highlights, leverage increases if institutional mechanisms can 
be thrown into the equation. here again, associational power is a pre-condition 
for success and has to be mobilized both at the local and the transnational level. 
Building alliances beyond the worksite and across borders adds complexity but 
opens the chance to escalate the conflict. in sum, a common sense of purpose and 
solidarity, sharing of responsibilities and a long-term strategy are indispensable 
elements of building up power.

SectioN 3: Polit ical aNd Social alliaNceS

Section 3 on Political and Social alliances presents how unions and union confeder-
ations in Brazil, uruguay, tunisia, South africa and indonesia have built sometimes 
complex alliances with a broad set of social actors, including social movements 
and NGos, or long-term relations with political parties to achieve their goals. Both 
types of alliances are crucial for building up societal power, for extending unions’ 
spheres of influence and for making progress in different political arenas. the 
stories provide insights what capabilities unions need to build successful alliances 
and make them last. one recurring issue and success factor is that unions should 
be autonomous vis-à-vis their partners. 

SectioN 4: traNSformiNG uNioNS towardS New horizoNS

Section 4 on transforming unions towards New horizons puts emphasis on how 
internal political processes are changing unions and enable them to embark on 
previously uncovered territory. the story of the Brazilian National confederation 
cut makes yet another compelling argument for women empowerment, which 
make unions stronger and more relevant to society. the stories of the aSeaN 
Service employees trade union council (aSetuc) and the trade union confed-
eration of the americas (tuca) show how unions represent the interest of their 
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members at the regional level. furthermore, the vietnam General confederation 
of labour (vGcl) and the National union of metalworkers of South africa (Num-
Sa) are working on deep structural changes that, if successful, will reshape the 
face and identity of the unions. malaysia’s mtuc has also opened a new chapter 
by representing migrant workers’ interests. in honduras, the deepening of internal 
democracy allows the teachers’ union to withstand political repression and stay 
true to its mission.
 
all stories collected here demonstrate that numerous unions succeeded in mobiliz-
ing and making use of their power resources. By doing so, they achieved material 
and political gains for the workers they represent. whether all these »wins« are 
sustainable is yet to be seen, but they do inspire us as we seek to build new collab-
orations with our trade union partners. we hope that the stories of »trade unions 
in transformation« will be as much of an inspiration to our readers as they were 
to us. our efforts will have been worthwhile if you rediscover your union’s power 
resources and help to mobilize them!

mirko herberg  
march 2018 
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1.1  //   in uganda, unions are helping To drive 
TransporT workers inTo deCenT work

//  BY diaNa taremwa KaraKire

three years ago, Samuel mugisha almost quit his job. as the driver of a motorbike 
taxi (known locally as a boda-boda) in the ugandan capital of Kampala, rampant 
police harassment was having a huge, negative impact on his daily earnings. But 
today, Samuel is thriving as a member of the 38,000-member Kampala metropol-
itan Boda-Boda association (KamBa).
launched in January 2014, the association is one of the newest members of 
uganda’s oldest trade union, the amalgamated transport and General workers’ 
union (atGwu), which today is leading the drive to represent informal transport 
workers and help secure decent work for all of its members.
after decades of ever-declining numbers of formal transport workers, the atGwu 
is on the up. it now has close to 60,000 members, with the significant intake of 
informal transport workers such as minibus taxi drivers, bicycle taxi drivers and 
boda-boda drivers giving the union a new lease of life.
»it hasn’t been easy. many hurdles stood in the way of this formalisation, but we 
have covered a lot of ground so far,« says usher wilson owere, the national chair-
man of the atGwu. »the journey is still long but we are taking one step at a time.«
Since it was founded in 1938 as the uganda motor drivers association, the  
atGwu has faced various hurdles, but perhaps the biggest threat to its existence 
came from the plummeting membership numbers that followed the collapse of 
state-owned passenger road transport services.

© iStock.com / JordiStock
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like elsewhere in africa, the imposition of Structural adjustment Programmes 
(SaPs) in uganda during the mid-1980s resulted in mass job losses, particularly 
in the public sector. for the atGwu, large-scale redundancies at the public bus 
companies that formed the bulk of its membership base decimated the union.
By 2006, things were so bad that membership fell to an all-time low of around 
2,000 (mainly airport worker) members.
»after structural adjustment programmes and privatisation, uganda was [facing] 
a new form of raw capitalism, in which you were either rubbed out or [you had 
to] build your own power,« explains owere in the report »transforming trans-
port unions through mass organisation of informal workers: a case study of the 
amalgamated transport and General workers’ union (atGwu), uganda« by  
J. mwanika and d. Spooner. 

reGrouP aNd reBuild

it was at this point, sometime in the mid-2000s, that the atGwu decided to 
regroup and rebuild – and the inclusion of informal workers was key to this. al-
though it wasn’t until 2015 that the international labour organization (ilo) adopt-
ed the landmark recommendation 204 to help facilitate the formalisation of the 
50 per cent of workers in the world who operate in the informal economy, in 2006 
the new atGwu general secretary, aziz Kiirya, did just that.
Kiirya knew that in order to regenerate the atGwu, his trade union would have 
to organise and represent informal workers – estimates put the number of boda- 
boda drivers in Kampala alone at anywhere between 100,000 and 250,000, in 
addition to the capital’s 50,000 minibus drivers – and so he changed the union’s 
constitution to include them.
»the atGwu strategy for organising informal economy workers was based on an 
understanding that these workers are in many cases already organised, not within 
the trade union movement, but through credit and savings cooperatives, informal 
self-help groups, community-based organisations, and, most importantly, associ-
ations,« says the report.
the airport taxi operators association was the first such association to affiliate 
with the atGwu back in 2008, closely followed by a number of other national 
and regional organisations such as the long distance heavy truck drivers associ-
ation and the entebbe Stages and conductors association.
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for uganda’s informal transport workers, unionisation has »had a dramatic im-
pact« according to the report, including »a reduction in police harassment, sub-
stantial gains through collective bargaining, reduced internal conflict within the 
associations, and improvement of visibility and status for informal women trans-
port workers«.
Kampala’s airport taxi drivers, for example, have secured standardised branding 
for their taxis, an office and sales counter in the arrivals hall, proper parking facil-
ities, and rest areas, amongst other collective bargaining gains. meanwhile, other 
members have benefited from having union membership cards, particularly when 
crossing borders.
the atGwu received a major boost in 2013 when the international transport 
workers’ federation (itf) launched a project to improve the capacity of unions 
across africa, asia and latin america to represent informal transport workers.
Key objectives included training organisers and also improving work conditions for 
women in the sector. the number of women working in the very male-dominated 
transport sector in uganda is very small; KoSta, for example, only has 45 women 
conductors and just 13 drivers out of a membership of approximately 36,000.
Juliet muhebwa is one of KoSta’s female conductors. although the aGtwu has 
formed a women’s committee to support the needs of female transport workers, 
Juliet says they still face the same issues affecting informal women workers across 
the world, namely long working hours, low pay, dangerous working conditions 
and the threat of violence, harassment and intimidation.
She describes the attitude towards women working in the sector as »largely neg-
ative, which discourages new workers« although the workshops and training has 
been held by the aGtwu for women workers to deal with some of these issues.

more worK to do 

in february 2015, the union established the atGwu informal Sector committee, 
comprising the chairs and secretaries of all the affiliated associations. this has 
helped the members not only get to know one another but also to improve sys-
tems and procedures within their respective organisations.
there is still more work to do but the aGtwu has experience in overcoming major 
challenges. in 2013, ugandan authorities passed a law prohibiting gatherings of 
more than 10 people. although trade unions were officially exempted from the 
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law, in august of that year, police 
occupied and later shut down the 
atGwu’s offices where taxi drivers 
and conductors had gathered for a 
meeting the police considered ille-
gal because they weren’t not con-
sidered ’workers’.
the atGwu responded strong-
ly, threatening to call a strike and 
bring the whole of Kampala to a 
standstill if the legitimate rights of 
these workers were not recognised. 

the itf even wrote to the ugandan president Yoweri museveni and as tensions 
threatened to escalate, the police backed down and the union called off the strike.
»the confrontation and subsequent victory proved to be a pivotal moment in the 
organisation of informal workers for the atwGu,« says the report.
»it was not only a victory against police interference in the business of the asso-
ciations, but against the day-to-day police harassment and extortion suffered by 
informal transport workers.«
But even the atGwu recognises that it has »only just scratched the surface« of 
what still needs to be done, ranging from the huge number of people still in the 
informal economy to tackling the reluctance of white collar unions to accept infor-
mal economy members as workers of equal standing.
at present, affiliated association members still do not enjoy full union membership 
and a lack of voting rights deprives informal workers of the right to fully partici-
pate in trade union activities. there are a number of barriers preventing this: for 
example, full atGwu members must pay two per cent of their salary in union 
dues. this poses a very real problem for informal workers who experience daily 
income fluctuations – many don’t even have bank accounts.
»we are members but in a way we are more outsiders,« says Juliet, the bus conduc-
tor. »we want to be brought closer. it’s the only way we will get more empowered.«
the reform of the atGwu constitution to ensure the total integration of informal 
workers into the atGwu was a key topic at the 2017 Quinquennial delegates 
conference of the atGwu.
But for informal workers like frank, the difference being affiliated to the aGtwu 
has made to his life has been huge.

© iStock.com / mtcurado
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»Previously, almost half of my earnings were going into bribing police officers 
to let me operate. that pressure is off my back now,« says the 32-year old 
father-of-three.
Because he is able to save more money, frank says he can now pay his children’s 
school fees. he has also been able to help his wife start a grocery business to sup-
plement their household income.
»i was more pessimistic about the future three years ago,« he says while leaning 
on his crimson-red bike. »Now i see better times ahead«.

  

Ò  full caSe StudY //  trade uNioNS iN traNSformatioN

   
transforming transport unions through mass organisation  
of informal workers in uganda

authors:  John mark mwanika & david Spooner 
read more: http://library.fes.de/pdf-files/iez/13643.pdf
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1.2  //  kenya’s privaTe guards gain seCuriTy 
Through union organising 

//  BY NGuGi NJoroGe 

»three key success stories can be told of the KNPSwu: the massive growth in 
union membership, the ability to build internal cohesion and solidarity, and the 
strategic utilization of institutional power.«
Private security guard John wafula spends his 12-hour work day on the look out 
for any that could harm visitors to the Nation centre building in the heart of Ken-
ya’s capital, Nairobi. 
the heavily built 47-year-old father-of-three looks smart with his closely cropped 
hair, his clean boots and his well pressed uniform. he finishes work at 6pm before 
starting the hour-long commute from the central Business district to his family at 
home in Kawangware. 
with a monthly salary of 20,000 Kenyan shillings (approximately 196 uS dollars) 
wafula is one of the 45,000 security guards that belongs to the Kenya National 
Private Security workers’ union (KNPSwu), and he is happy with his membership. 
»it was very tough 10 years ago. the working conditions were bad and low pay 
was order of the day. But now things have changed thanks to vibrant representa-
tion by our union,« wafula tells equal times. 
Given how common labour unrest is in Kenya – with public sector workers such as doc-
tors, nurses and teachers all striking recently for better pay and working conditions –  
wafula’s positive words are a testament to the gains made by the union, which has 
worked hard to ensure shorter working hours and better working conditions for its 

© iStock.com / muendo
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members – security guards at private houses, public buildings, businesses and events. 
Since 2009 Kenya’s private security industry has mushroomed, after the country 
became a target for frequent terror attacks from islamist extremists from neigh-
bouring Somalia.
charles arori, a workers’ representative for a local branch of the global security 
firm G4S, says improvements in the welfare of private security workers has in-
creased the pay of some workers by as much as four times in the last 10 years. 
»the number of wrongful terminations has also gone down because the union 
has taken up those cases, and our members are rarely subjected to long working 
hours without holidays,« says arori. 
»many firms which did not normally send statutory [social security] contributions 
now do so and there also training sessions for guards by their employers.« 

turNarouNd of fortuNeS 

the dramatic improvement of the welfare of Kenya’s private security guards is the 
subject of a report written by Kenyan researchers Jacob omolo and emily odhong: 
»developing and utilizing Power resources: the case of Kenya National Private 
Security workers’ union.«
the KNPSwu was founded in 1960 as the Night watchmen union with a mandate 
to secure, promote and protect the rights of private security guards in Kenya.
But until recently it was beset with poor leadership – with the majority of KNPSwu 
officials drawn from sectors other than private security – and it experienced a 
massive loss of membership as a result. 
Since tackling these issues, union membership has risen from just 327 people in 
2011 to over 45,000 in 2016 out of the estimated 450,000 total of private security 
guards employed in Kenya and 2,000 registered companies. 
»the informal sector accounts for a fairly low proportion of the membership of 
the union,« notes the report, »estimated at less than five per cent. this means that 
upwards of 95 per cent of the members are drawn from the large, medium and 
small private security firms in the formal sector.« 
in addition, about one-third of the KNPSwu members are women, an impressive 
number that shows the sectors ability to diversify, modernise and »break gender 
stereotypes,« according to arori.
the report also notes that »formal sector firms operate alongside informal sector 
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firms [in Kenya], and the segmented market structure with high, medium and low-
end clients means that the interests and levels of achievement of the basic needs 
of the union members are completely at variance.« 
Several years of fractured union representation had condemned guards to poor-
ly-paid, insecure work in an industry characterised »by subcontracting, outsourc-
ing and market segmentation pitting big, medium, small and micro-sized firms«.
however, thanks to effective union leadership there has been marked turnaround 
in the fortunes of the sector’s workers. 
»three key success stories can be told of the KNPSwu,« the report declares. 
»these are massive growth in union membership, [the] ability to build internal 
cohesion and solidarity, and the gaining of and strategic utilization of institutional 
power.« 

BuildiNG worKerS’ Power 

the KNPSwu has managed to build internal cohesion in both its leadership and 
amongst the rank and file, »moving from a history that was dotted with leadership 
wrangles, coup d’états, and splinters and mergers to a relatively stable union,« the 
report states. 
to develop a common ground and to ensure collective interest out of the conflict-
ing demands, the union crafted a campaign message, which clearly stated it is a 
union »formed, owned, run and led by private security guards themselves and not 
outsiders.«
»this really worked magic and gave new and existing members a sense of confi-
dence in the leadership of the union,« KNPSwu general secretary isaac andabwa 
tells equal times. 
the main benefits of having a union run by the guards are increased grassroots 
visibility, the strengthening of the structures and training of shop stewards, the 
reinforcement of bottom-up processes, as well as an emphasis on the social im-
portance of the work of the guards. 
the areas of welfare enhancement targeted by the union in its campaign strategy 
included basic issues such as salaries, working hours, overtime payment and leave 
entitlement. 
at the time of the campaign, for example, most of guards earned basic wages as 
low as 37 uS dollars a month, which is about one-third the legislated minimum 
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wage of 110.31 uS dollars. in addition, guards worked an average of 71 hours per 
week, contrary to the 52 hours provided for in the regulation of wages (Protective 
Security Services) order of 1998, without overtime pay. and annual leave entitle-
ments were administered through off-days rather than actual leave days. 
KNPSwu has gained considerable institutional power by increasing its member-
ship and improving internal cohesion in this way, which in turn has allowed it to 
influence policy through social dialogue, the establishment of a wages council for 
security workers in 2013 and through the negotiation of various collective bargain-
ing agreements (cBas). 
the absence of government regulation, poor union representation and years of 
corruption had hampered efforts to demand better pay for guards as rogue secu-
rity companies abused the rights of their employees with abandon, according to 
andabwa. 
But all of this is slowly changing. for example, the KNPSwu successfully lobbied 
the Kenyan government to ensure all public procurement entities obtain a man-
datory certificate from the ministry of east african community, labour and Social 
Protection (meacl&SP) confirming adherence with statutory minimum terms and 
conditions of employment before being awarded any service contract. 
furthermore, at a meeting held late december 2016 at the State house, President 
uhuru Kenyatta ordered the ministry of labour to shut down all private security 
companies that flout the law on minimum wages. 
lobbying measures »were aimed at increasing the policy influencing ability of 
the union while at the same time enhancing its representational ability,« says the 
report. 
at a grassroots level, union membership is no longer a cause for victimisation for 
private security guards, who in previous years would be dismissed, discriminated 
against, transferred or penalised because of their involvement in union activities.
andabwa says the union has secured the commitment of stakeholders at the high-
est levels to carry out reforms to improve the welfare of private security guards, 
including the stratification of pay based on organising security workers into three 
different bands (roughly based on whether they work in high, mid or low-end 
security firms).
the KNPSwu general secretary also says that the recently enacted 2016 Private 
Security regulation act, which the KNPSwu lobbied for over a number of years, 
will further boost the sector’s operations by providing for the regulation of the 
private security industry (for example, by ensuing the registration and licencing 
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of all private security companies in Kenya), and a framework for cooperation with 
state security organs.
andabwa admits there is a long way to go to ensure security guards enjoy world 
class working conditions but progress is being made.
»my dream is to ensure our security guards are empowered to the fullest to ensure 
they effectively complement the work of our security agencies,« says andabwa. 
»there is no resting until we get there.«

  

Ò  full caSe StudY //  trade uNioNS iN traNSformatioN

   
 developing and utilizing power resources:  
the case of Kenya National Private Security workers’ union

authors:  Jacob omolo & emily odhong
read more: http://www.fes.de/cgi-bin/gbv.cgi?id=13755&ty=pdf
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1.3  //   Can union organising help save  
nigeria’s TexTile indusTry?

//  BY BeliNda otaS

funke omoniyi Johnson is the founder of mama tee fashion and Saidat taiwo 
oshodi is the proud owner of Sai tai enterprises Nigeria limited. they are both 
self-employed tailors based in lagos, Nigeria’s bustling commercial capital. Be-
tween them, they have amassed a total of 55 years in business. one would expect 
this is enough to propel the growth of their business, ensure their financial safety 
and secure their future. instead they are struggling to keep their heads above wa-
ter due to the continuous decline of Nigeria’s textile sector. 
it is for self-employed tailors like Johnson and oshodi that the National union of 
textile Garment and tailoring workers of Nigeria (NutGtwN) continues to fight, 
in the hope that one day the industry will regain its glory days. however, the  
NutGtwN is also engaged in its own battle to stay relevant in a very unpredicta-
ble sector. own-account tailors need the NutGtwN to defend them on the policy 
frontlines, while the NutGtwN needs informal workers in its ranks to ensure its 
power base and relevance in the larger trade union movement. 
at its peak in the 1980s, the Nigerian textile industry was a vibrant and thriving sec-
tor, boasting more than 150 textile factories and employing over 350,000 people. it 
was the third largest in africa after South africa and egypt, and Nigeria’s »second 
largest employer after the government,« according to »trade union in transforma-
tion: a case Study of the National union of textile, Garment and tailoring workers 
of Nigeria«, a report by ismail Bello, deputy general secretary of the NutGtwN.
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with an annual growth rate of 67 per cent between 1985 and 1991, and an employ-
ment rate of approximately 25 per cent of Nigeria’s manufacturing workforce, this 
period is often described as the textile sector’s ›golden era‹. at the time the Nut-
GtwN was regarded as one of the most powerful and influential unions in Nigeria. 
at its peak, its membership included over 75,000 workers, enabling the union to 
»mobilise on critical issues like wage negotiations, defending workers’ rights, im-
prove working conditions and seeking industrial justice for its members,« says Bello. 
But »the ascendancy of neoliberalism in the 1990s as the framework in which 
economic policy is set,« led to »market liberalisation and economic deregulation, 
with attendant consequences for local industries, particularly the textile and gar-
ment sector.« Bello further elaborates: »the current state of things started on a 
massive scale in the mid-1990s. in 1997, Nigeria became a signatory to the world 
trade organisation, which meant that Nigeria fully liberalised the textile market. 
Before then, the Nigerian textile market was largely safeguarded and protected. 
But the membership of the wto opened the space for textile imports at a time 
when the machinery in the industry was ageing and it was not prepared for the 
massive competition it witnessed.« according to Bello, »the impact was almost 
immediate and dramatic,« leading to years of factory closures, job losses and 
general decline. in addition, »the internal issue around electricity supply, availa-
bility of funds and protecting the local market,« all played a part in the sector’s 
slump and stagnation. 

New StrateGY for Survival 

over time, the decline has had a reverberating effect: a workforce of over 350,000 
in 1980 stood at just 27,000 in 2016, while the NutGtwN’s membership has 
dwindled by more than half to approximately 35,000. with a shrinking member-
ship of industrial workers – which meant loss of power and clout – the NutGtwN 
needed a strategy to ensure its survival, one that would also help transform and 
strengthen its position within Nigeria’s labour movement and its ability to influ-
ence government policies and affect change at a critical time. 
as a result, the NutGtwN decided that reorganising internally and »expanding 
the scope of its membership base beyond factory workers to include self-em-
ployed tailors« was one way to achieve this goal. »for a union to look at a new 
terrain beyond the factory walls to organise people who work on their own was 
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new. it was something that drew 
attention, and was a very striking 
development,« Bello says. 
he explains further: »if the union had 
sat back and just watched [the de-
cline of the textile industry], its struc-
tural power would have diminished. 
So to organise the self-employed 
tailor was a way of compensating 
for the decline in structural power 
and build on associational power to 
ensure the union maintains its rele-
vance in collective bargaining and representation of workers.« 
So how does the NutGtwN help self-employed tailors? according to oshodi, it gives 
him a voice. »alone, the government won’t listen to you but when you have the 
support of a mother union you are affiliated to, the government will definitely hear 
you. they also speak for us on issues like double taxation [state and federal taxes] 
and power supply.« for Johnson, who has been a NutGtwN member for over a 
decade, the union has been central to her professional development: »apart from 
getting us organised, they conduct seminars and conferences on leadership training, 
new trends in fashion, business and financial literacy on how to survive when we no 
longer have the capacity to keep working, and how we can benefit from each other.« 
as well as training, Bello says the NutGtwN helps self-employed tailors by engag-
ing with the government on the issues most important to them. »[for example] 
the way illegal textile imports affect the textile manufacturing; it also affects the 
self-employed tailor. if garments are illegally imported into the country, where will 
tailors have the opportunity to showcase their skill?« Securing suitable work spac-
es and dealing with the impact of foreign imports is also a key issue for Nigeria’s 
informal textile workers. Johnson and oshodi tell equal times that their trade has 
become more difficult with the import of fabrics and garments from other coun-
tries, particularly china, which is notorious for producing sub-standard counter-
feits of local designs. asked if a ban of chinese imports would help rejuvenate the 
industry, oshodi is emphatic. »i’m 100 per cent sure of that. they in china have 
access to power supply. we have to buy diesel to power our generators in order 
to be able to ensure production. this leads to higher prices. if the government can 
come to our aid, i think the garment and textile industry will be resurrected and 
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things will be fine for the ordinary man.« 
unfortunately, Bello knows that the challenge facing the NutGtwN is protecting 
its workers in the absence of protectionism. »in the age of globalisation, the coun-
try’s hands are already tied to all kinds of agreements – multilateral and bilateral. 
on regular basis, we engage with the government at all levels. recently, the Ni-
gerian government came up with a new industrial revolution plan.« Bello says the 
plan, which aims to turn Nigeria from a net importer of goods to a self-sufficient 
manufacturing nation, is »likely a product of our advocacy and the advocacy of 
other people who are concerned about industrial revival in Nigeria.« 
Bello says there are a number of issues which the government should tackle as a 
matter of urgency. »we think it’s important the electricity issue is fixed, for the 
imports that come into the country to do so legitimately and with the right qual-
ity. they cannot violate copyright issues because there are designs that are local, 
which people steal and smuggle into the country. all of those things kill businesses 
and affect the industry.«
implementation is also key. »what’s left is to be able to act on some of the ideas 
that have been put forward,« says Bello. however, he remains positive that Ni-
geria’s textile industry can once again be competitive if the right environment is 
provided. »as a union, we are not giving up.«
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1.4  //   sTreeT vendors in india:  
FroM invisibiliTy To CenTre sTage

//  BY ulriKe Putz 

india without its street vendors would be unthinkable. from their rickety sidewalk 
stands, open-air cooks feed the nation. 
vendors selling everything from vegetables, saucepans and light bulbs, to string, fur-
niture and blocks of ice push their handcarts down every lane of the subcontinent. 
But these seemingly quaint scenes played out on the pavements of india’s cities 
and villages don’t convey the harsh realities endured by many of the country’s 
10 million hawkers and their families. for decades, they have experienced harass-
ment, humiliation, sudden evictions and confiscation of property. 
only recently has that changed. over the last 10 years, the living and working con-
ditions of india’s street vendors has improved significantly. thanks to the tireless 
initiative of dedicated activists and the clever use of associational power, they are 
now a force to reckoned with. 

hiddeN iN PlaiN SiGht 

during the 1990s, indian labourers suffered massive layoffs, rural livelihoods were 
disrupted and there was mass migration to urban areas. many of the men and wom-
en arriving in the cities ended up joining the informal economy as street vendors.
despite providing goods and services to millions and contributing significantly to 
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the urban economy, they remained 
invisible. Street vendors were not 
counted in official statistics, and 
did not appear in the media or re-
search publications. Nor were they 
taken into account by urban plan-
ners or municipal administrators. 
instead, they were seen as a nui-
sance. in many cities, unrealistic 
licensing obligations made vendors 
illegal by default, exposing them to 
bribery and extortion. 

the Need to orGaNiSe 

By the mid-1990s, hawkers and peddlers faced increasing attacks and many NGos 
believed the time had come for them to organise and ensure their protection. 
what was needed was to change the perception of street vendors in the minds of 
administrators, legislators, elected representatives, urban planners and the public 
at large. 
that would require not only the participation of local groups, but a national move-
ment. in 1998, NaSvi, the National alliance of Street vendors of india (later the 
National association of Street vendors of india) was formed. 
among those who helped establish the movement were activists from adithi, an 
NGo working for the empowerment of women in rural Bihar; Sewa, the Self em-
ployed women’s association; and Nidan, a street vendor advocacy group founded 
earlier. 

SuddeNlY, a toPic for Polit icS 

NaSvi set out by commissioning a study »hawkers in the urban informal Sector: a 
Study of Street vending in Seven cities«, which was published in 2001. this land-
mark report became the basis for all public discourse and action related to street 
vendors, not only in india, but internationally as well.
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confronted with the findings of the report, and aware of the growing influence of 
street vendors, the central government in New delhi set up a National task force 
on Street vendors. in 2004 it bore fruit after cabinet adopted a National Policy on 
urban Street vendors.
for the first time in india’s history, street vendors were officially recognised as con-
tributors to the urban economy. the ideas in the document, which largely came 
from NaSvi and its allies, gave a formal framework for securing the livelihoods of 
a sizeable proportion of india’s urban poor.

SPeediNG thiNGS uP

as street vendors felt empowered and NaSvi’s membership base swelled, the 
next challenge was to ensure implementation of the policy. Because india is a fed-
eration, this required the cooperation from individual state governments. 
things moved slowly. By 2009, NaSvi decided that more pressure was needed to 
see the policy implemented. as millions of street vendors marched and went on 
strike, and hundreds of thousands sent letters to local lawmakers, the movement 
proved how essential their services were to a hungry nation. finally, on September 
2013, the indian Parliament passed the Street vendors act. the upper house fol-
lowed suit on february 2014.
this landmark legislation, perhaps the first of its kind in the world, accorded un-
precedented institutional power to street vendors and was destined to affect mil-
lions of lives. 
apart from ensuring their protection, the act stipulated training programs to edu-
cate street vendors on things such as their rights and responsibilities, food safety, 
hygiene, and waste disposal. 
the act states that in the future, vendors will have a say in their own affairs. in 
each municipality, a town vending committee will be the main policy making 
body for street stalls. 
representatives of street vendors will constitute 40 per cent of its member-
ship. women will also comprise at least 33 per cent of the street vendors’ 
representatives. 
State Governments were expected to frame rules and schemes within one year. 
But by early 2017, only 11 states had done so. today, NaSvi is continuing its cam-
paign to ensure that the act will be implemented in the furthest corners of india.
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how NaSvi made it haPPeN 

NaSvi’s campaign to put the plight of street vendors into the spotlight and mobi-
lise politicians to take action, was surprisingly effective. 
Several factors let to its success. under its dedicated leadership, NaSvi kept on 
refining and reinventing its methods. NaSvi also understood that the strength of 
street vendors was in their numbers. if NaSvi was to speak for millions, and their 
voice was to be heard, attracting as many members as possible would be crucial.
By addressing street vendors legal and regulatory concerns, NaSvi looked at 
things such as providing access to microcredit, skills training, health insurance and 
other related facilities. this earned NaSvi tremendous respect, strengthening its 
associational power. 
a series of studies, media campaigns and advocacy activities further enhanced 
the group’s power. apart from that, NaSvi always looked for innovative ways to 
create a positive image in the minds of the public about street vendors. 
one unique way to achieve that was the introduction of an annual Street food 
festival in New delhi in 2009. the festival has fostered great appreciation of the 
lives of street vendors and their essential contributions to the city’s fabric. Now in 
its eighth year, the food festival has also greatly enhanced the self-esteem of the 
vendors themselves.
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1.5  //   high level MiliTanCy and unusual  
allianCes bring rare viCTory For  
souTh korean workers 

//  BY ulriKe Putz 

in the recent history of union activities in Korea, two episodes stand out: on the 
8th of march 2011, visitors to three of the most prestigious private universities in 
Seoul witnessed extraordinary scenes. hundreds of women – most of them old 
enough to have grandchildren – were marching on campus, loudly demanding 
»we want to live as human beings!«.
it was the cleaning staff of the universities that had gone on strike. for months, 
the cleaners had demanded higher salaries. their wage was hardly enough to 
make ends meet. on top of that, the women felt ill-treated. they were often 
forced to eat their lunches in the toilet stalls because the universities refused to 
provide them with a room to take their breaks.
the colleges washed their hands of any responsibility, pointing to the fact that the 
women were employed only through subcontractors, not directly by the institu-
tions. the universities assumed that the elderly, working class women posed no 
threat.
they were wrong. through clever strategising, the cleaners and their organisers 
were able to win the broad backing of civil society groups and win their fight 
against their employers, the universities. through this fight, cleaners achieved the 
pay raise which exceeded the level of statutory minimum wage for the first time, 
and this affected that in July 2011 the minimum wage council put forward recom-
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mendation for a substantial increase in the minimum wage – which traditionally 
sets the standard wage for cleaners.

traGic GeSture aNd BaSic aGreemeNt

may 17th 2014 marked another notable event in the history of the Korean workers 
movement. an escalating conflict between the Korean electronics giant Samsung 
and its after-sales staff culminated in a tragedy: Yeom hoseok, a 33-year old re-
pairman for Samsung appliances and an official of the Samsung electronics Ser-
vice workers local committed suicide.
he was protesting against increased repression of workers by Samsung electron-
ics, which was trying to uproot the union. By choosing to die, Yeom wrote in a su-
icide note, he hoped to help his union win its fight for better working conditions.
Yeom’s death came amid rising tensions between Samsung and repair workers 
which – similar to the cleaners – were employed through subcontractors. as in the 
case of the cleaners, Samsung electronics was denying any responsibility for the 
wellbeing of the contractors.
then Yeom took his own life, which led to widespread media coverage of the 
labour dispute at Samsung electronics. a month later, his union achieved a basic 
agreement on securing the right of union activities and on wage increases.

worKerS uP aGaiNSt Powerful foeS

although different on the surface, the two cases have much in common, casting 
a spotlight on the precarious conditions faced by many Korean workers. they also 
provide lessons on how to organize, be it by engaging the community or using 
existing unions as policy advisors.
the prevalence of triangular employment relationships is a characteristic feature 
of Korea’s labour market. in this arrangement, a worker enters an employment 
contract with a contractor, but the work itself is performed at the workplace of 
the principal company.
for example, of over nine thousands engineers working in its after-sale depart-
ment, Samsung electronics services employs only 270 as regular employees. the 
remaining 8670 are formally employed by so called »Great Partnership agencies«.
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the same applies to cleaners. of the 1.1 million cleaners and janitors employed in 
Korea, around 70 per cent per cent work for sub-contractors. these workers – the 
vast majority of whom care women with an average age of 60 – rarely earn more 
than minimum wage.
By 2016, 44 per cent of the total workforce in Korea were employed under such 
precarious employment arrangements, with far less rights then regular employees.
freedom of association is linked to employee status in Korea. workers who try to 
exercise their right to association beyond corporate boundaries get punished. col-
lective actions against contracting companies (principal companies) are considered 
an »obstruction of business« and face criminal penalties. as a result, in 2016, only 
two per cent of precarious workers were union members.

PrecariouS worK aS the Norm iN Korea?

the practice of subcontracting in Korea grew in the aftermath of the asian fi-
nancial crisis of 1997, when many domestic small and medium-sized enterprises 
became subcontractors of the chaebols, the large Korean family-owned business 
conglomerates.
the Korean government acted as facilitator. to save the chaebols, Seoul pushed 
ahead with neo-liberal policies and repression of labour rights. this led to unbal-
anced power relations between capital and labour. while user companies can 
exert the power to terminate a contract, which results in the dismissal of workers, 
collective actions against the user company are banned.
in an attempt to push back against this, Korean unions have attempted to organ-
ize contract workers and bargain collectively on their behalf. they implemented 
two policies – labour market unionism and community unionism – that have been 
identified as the core collective bargaining innovations responsive to today’s la-
bour market.

Power throuGh SolidaritY

in the case of the cleaners, the elderly ladies prevailed because their organizers 
were able to engage the people the women were cleaning up after. when the 
Seoul & Gyeonggi local of Korean Public Service union launched an organizing 
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campaign in 2009 targeting the cleaners at Seoul universities, it made sure to in-
clude progressive student organizations and human rights groups. that was partly 
to overcome a shortage of resources as well as to build community solidarity.
once the elderly women were empowered by solidarity campaigns, they were able to 
collectively bargain with their user employers, the universities. it was only when the uni-
versity authorities pressured the subcontractors that the cleaners received a pay raise.

leveraGe aNd militaNcY

when a few engineers in 2012 first demanded an 8-hour-day and overtime pay, 
Samsung electronics reacted by ending the contracts with the subcontractors the 
engineers worked for.
the Samsung group had stuck to the ›union-free‹ business policy for decades, and 
a lot of attempts to form a union had been violently smashed by the management.
in 2013 the engineers formed the Samsung electronics Service workers Branch 
of the Kmwu. having been taken under the wing by a well-established union, 
the engineers learnt fast. militant actions like sit-ins and strikes, as well as Yeom’s 
suicide, drew the nation’s attention to their heated labour dispute with Samsung 
electronics.
eventually, the union achieved a basic agreement in June 2014. although the for-
mal party of this agreement was a representative of the subcontractors, it would 
have been impossible without the approval of Samsung electronics Service.
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2.1  //   are Major sporTs evenTs opporTuniTies 
For innovaTive Trade union aCTion?  
The exaMple oF brazil

//  BY mathilde dorcadie 

the hosting of both the 2014 fifa world cup and 2016 Summer olympics in 
Brazil forced the country’s trade unions to seek new methods of organisation and 
cooperation. 
Brazil has been involved in the organisation of two major sporting events over the 
last 10 years: the fifa world cup in 2014 and the rio de Janeiro Summer olympics 
in 2016. 
from the awarding of these events by their organising committees to the competi-
tions themselves, a major portion of the national economy dealt with the resulting 
investments and employment generated, but also with meeting the standards and 
deadlines set by fifa and the international olympic committee (ioc). 
the construction sector benefited most from this external economic stimulus. 
thousands of workers laboured for several years to construct not just stadiums 
but ports, airports and other transport infrastructure such as roads and subway, 
tram and bus lines. 
the run-up to a mega sporting event is a moment of exceptional structural power 
for trade unions. Governments, organising committees and construction compa-
nies need the full cooperation of workers in order to ensure the timely completion 
of such prestigious international projects. with so much at stake, any form of in-
dustrial action not only has the potential to cause major delays; it could also cause 
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serious reputational damage. as a 
result, mega sports events provide 
trade unions with fertile ground for 
successful campaigns that can yield 
lasting improvements for workers, 
such as better pay and better safety 
standards. 
But these conditions also presented 
Brazil’s trade unions with unfamiliar 
challenges, forcing them to seek – 
with the support and experience of 
other trade unions from around the 

world – new methods of organisation and cooperation. 
Sociologist maurício rombaldi, professor at the federal university of Paraíba, 
discusses how these events affected working conditions in his study of union 
strategies during the decent work towards and Beyond world cup 2014 cam-
paign, launched by the Building and wood worker’s international (Bwi). it is titled: 
»trade unions in transformation – mega Sporting events in Brazil: trade unions’ 
innovative Strategies for the construction industry«.
although new to Brazil, similar campaigns had been organised in london for the 
2012 olympic Games and in South africa for the organisation of the 2010 fifa 
world cup. local unions were supported by various international organisations, 
such as the international trade union confederation (ituc), which also launched a 
campaign called Play fair, which was aimed at protecting another workforce: that 
employed to manufacture – in Brazil and around the world – sporting goods and 
accessories related to the event. 
the goal of such campaigns is to ensure respect for the decent work agenda on 
the basis of the principles of the international labour organization, in particular 
by promoting the exchange and development of innovative strategies among the 
country’s various local unions, as well as improved international integration. 
one of the challenges trade union leaders faced was having to negotiate with 
unfamiliar parties, in this case fifa and ioc organising committees.
workers on the world cup and olympic Games projects were most likely to be 
awarded public contracts by traditional construction companies such as odebre-
cht, oaS, camargo corrêa and andrade Gutierrez. Standards and deadlines, how-
ever, were set by fifa and the ioc.
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as rombaldi notes, although these are officially non-profit organisations, financial 
interests (particularly those of sponsors and partners) nevertheless affected work-
ing conditions. the question of deadlines, which were extremely strict, increased 
the pressure experienced by workers – although time constraints also acted as a 
lever for trade unions and forced parties to negotiate more quickly.
the study demonstrates that Brazilian trade unions have generally operated sep-
arately from one another, and were therefore unaccustomed to conducting joint 
negotiations. the main job in implementing the decent work campaign was 
therefore to unite trade union organisations usually segregated by both geogra-
phy and sector.
Brazilian unions hoping to join the campaign had first to agree to align themselves 
with an international agenda focused on major sporting events. »the mediation of 
a foreign organisation thus established, by consensus, an unprecedented national 
agreement among Brazilian trade unions, which affected negotiations undertaken 
locally,« writes rombaldi, who highlights concessions, especially on wages, which 
unions would not likely have won without the capacity for joint action. 
other results included several strategic agreements and the drafting of a manifes-
to, the first joint statement of demands by Brazilian construction-sector workers. 
this served as the basis for a unified national programme for better working and 
living conditions for workers, which was subsequently presented to the govern-
ment. this rapprochement also resulted in a strengthening of links between Bra-
zilian construction unions and the Bwi; between 2010 and 2012, the number of 
unions affiliated with the Bwi increased from five to 25. 

trade uNioNS NevertheleSS faced certaiN difficultieS 

first, the author shows that Brazilian trade unions have sometimes been unable 
to oversee or control workers’ actions. he points to several ›wildcat strikes‹ on 
construction sites that forced union leaders to adapt to situations workers initiated 
without prior consultation.
Second, the internationalisation process was neither homogeneous nor linear. this 
is due in particular to the diversity among the various trade union centres, both in 
terms of their historical and political affiliations and the sectors concerned. »Be-
yond the internal divisions observed between unions from different places, there 
was also a notable disarticulation between unions and confederations. Prior to 
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2011, there was no significant experience of national negotiation on issues such as 
a unified wage agreement among the Brazilian states, despite recurrent demand,« 
says rombaldi. 
the decent work campaign followed the same strategies for the 2016 olympic 
Games as it had for the world cup, but worked along different axes. Joint union 
negotiations focused more on development of a safety protocol for construction 
sites than on wages, for example. rombaldi observes, however, that political dif-
ferences between unions have not disappeared, while some union structures ha-
ven’t survived. 
in concluding his study on trade union experiences in dealing with major sporting 
events, the author stresses that »the specifics of national trade unionism signifi-
cantly influence the strategies to be adopted by as well as results to be expected 
from an international trade union strategy.«
international trade union organisations now face the major challenges of world 
cup competitions in russia and Qatar. the Bwi and the ituc have already launched 
a campaign entitled No world cup in 2022 without migrant workers’ rights.
they have already met with fifa leaders, who have recognised »a share of 
responsibility«.
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2.2  //   beaTing MulTinaTionals in Turkey:  
suCCess Through solidariTy and  
inTernaTional supporT 

//  BY JeNNifer hattam 

tÜmtİS have set »a great example« for turkish trade unions about the importance 
of international workers’ solidarity.
as global firms like uPS and dhl began to dominate the national market in the 
2000s, the turkish transport workers’ union tÜmtİS, largely made up of employ-
ees of small-scale delivery companies, saw its membership base start to slip away. 
the union decided on a bold move, target uPS, though the general secretary in 
charge of organising muharrem Yıldırım describes it as more of a matter of surviv-
al: »it was so difficult to organise uPS, if it hadn’t been necessary, it might have 
been impossible.«
tÜmtİS’s success in signing a collective bargaining agreement with uPS in 2011 – 
a victory won after nine hard months on the picket line – made the union a model 
for others struggling against an increasingly difficult organising climate.
»in turkey, the legislation on paper has a lot of trade union rights, but in practice, 
there are thousands of barriers to keep workers from claiming these rights,« says 
tÜmtİS president Kenan Özturk. 
tÜmtİS ran up against some of these barriers in its first attempts to make inroads 
at international firms, struggles documented in a case study prepared by aca-
demic alpkan Birelma and released by the German friedrich-ebert-Stiftung (feS) 
in march 2017. when, for example, tÜmtİS tried to organise at two unilever 
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subcontractors in 2008, a court ruled that the companies did not fall under the 
union’s purview because they were not road transportation firms. turkish labour 
law allows a union to only organise the workers of a specific industry, as defined –  
often in an arbitrary way – by the ministry of labour. another attempt to organ-
ise workers at a port-loading company subcontracted to a dock owned by an 
international firm foundered when the employer transferred the subcontracted 
employees to its own firm, making them dock workers and thus ineligible for 
tÜmtİS membership. 
though unsuccessful, these union drives helped lay the groundwork for tÜmtİS’s 
future victories. New leadership at tÜmtİS, which was independent from its prior 
socialist party affiliations, allowed for a greater militancy in the union’s organis-
ing work. during the port dispute, for example, tÜmtİS kept a picket line for six 
months. tÜmtİS also actively solicited the support of the international transport 
workers’ federation (itf), which was made possible by the transnational character 
of the companies where tÜmtİS was attempting to organise workers. for exam-
ple, the itf supported workers in the port dispute by visiting the picket line and 
writing to the parent company in Singapore. as a result, tÜmtİS leaders came 
together with five key itf officials in 2009 for a landmark meeting on how to 
organise at large, multinational companies.
when tÜmtİS decided to tackle organising uPS, they drew on this newly strength-
ened relationship to initiate an international mobilisation, including simultaneous 
protests in 23 different countries against uPS. members of itf also provided a 
significant solidarity fund to help support dismissed workers on the picket line, 
and sent delegations to visit the striking union members.
»our work in turkey was important, but the international solidarity from the itf 
and the ituc (international trade union confederation) played the most impor-
tant role in our success,« says Özturk. »it set a great example for trade unions in 
turkey about the importance of an international workers’ movement in solidarity 
with each other. many other unions have now started developing better relations 
with international federations as a result.« 
the uPS victory also created momentum for tÜmtİS’s next big organising cam-
paign at dhl. tÜmtiS drew on the lessons of success and internal cohesion to 
tackle another multinational, again working in close collaboration with itf, which 
brought international pressure to bear against the German government, the com-
pany’s majority shareholder. the year-and-a-half-long campaign highlighted an-
other challenge for independent trade unions in turkey: the rapid recent growth 
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of pro-government union confederations. dhl management pressured workers to 
ally with one such union in an attempt to break tÜmtİS mobilisation. 
in the end, tÜmtİS’s determination won out, and the ministry of labour granted 
the union the official recognition to sign a collective bargaining agreement with 
dhl. Subsequent successful campaigns at the turkish firm aras Kargo and at dhl 
express are pending recognition. So too, however, is tÜmtİS’s demand for a retrial 
in the recent conviction of 14 of its leaders in a case dating back to 2007 that is 
being seen as a threat to all independent unions’ ability to organise in turkey. 
»the itf is helping tÜmtİS to fight these convictions both in the court system and 
by mobilising international union support,« says Noel coard, itf head of inland 
transport. »our colleagues in turkey often face violence and imprisonment. the 
attacks not just on labour rights but on our fellow trade unionists must, and have 
been, actively resisted.«
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2.3  //  russian auToMoTive unions sCore  
gains despiTe Massive Challenges  

//  BY Natalia Suvorova

 Given the current level of economic uncertainty in russia, trade unions decided to 
prioritise securing their employees’ jobs over improving their working conditions.
on 22 february 2012, the workers of the volkswagen plant in Kaluga, a city in 
central russia around 190 kilometres south-west of moscow, reached an impor-
tant milestone. after three months of intense talks, the management acceded 
to union demands and signed a collective bargaining agreement that provides 
employees, including white collar workers, with a roughly 10 per cent pay raise 
starting in april, and a gradual increase in salaries to adjust for inflation next year.
most of volkswagen Kaluga’s 4600 workers haven’t seen their pay rise in over 
two years due to the heavy economic recession in russia caused by annexing 
crimea from ukraine in march 2014. international sanctions fueled inflation and 
led to a spike in consumer prices, so the agreement was more than welcome by 
the employees at volkswagen Kaluga, where the average monthly pay is 45,000 
rubles (approximately 800 uS dollars) for white collar workers and 33,000 rubles 
(approximately 585 uS dollars) for assembly workers.
»we tried to somehow compensate for what has previously been underpaid, to 
bring salaries to the normal level,« says elena Kryukova, deputy head of the Kaluga 
department of mPra, the interregional trade union workers’ association. the 
mPra focuses on organising workers in foreign car firms and initiated the talks. 
the union wanted more, but the result, for Kryukova, is a »happy middle ground«.
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StreNGth after StriKeS 

attracted by russia’s rapidly expanding car market, volkswagen, ford, and other 
major international automakers opened car plants in the country in the 2000s. 
they initially refused to bargain with labour unions but over time, as the economic 
success of the firms grew, so did the discontent of the workers. they were unhap-
py with their low pay and poor working conditions – particularly in comparison to 
their colleagues doing the same work in the european union.
after a few years of unsuccessful attempts to achieve formal recognition, and 
despite the long-term presence of German works council representatives, the 
mPra at both volkswagen and its main parts supplier Benteler saw no alternative 
but to call its members to strike and engage in severe protest actions to force 
management into collective bargaining. in organising protests, mPra unionists 
relied on the experience of their Brazilian colleagues, which they learnt about 
thanks to the regular participation in joint seminars organised by the German 
union iG metall. the mPra was also able to grow in stature by exploiting the 
»close interconnections« of mPra unions at both the Benteler and volkswagen 
plants – not only in terms of the issues surrounding working conditions and an-
ti-union sentiment but also in exploiting the dependency of both firms on the 
local economic value chain.
only after tensions resulted in an open conflict in 2012 – when striking workers 
at Benteler stopped the trucks with components from going to the assembly line, 
costing the company an estimated eight million euros – did the volkswagen man-
agement accept the mPra as the negotiating union, Sarah hinz explains in a 2016 
report titled Shifting powers in russia’s employment relations: alternative trade 
unions challenging transnational automotive companies. 
»for vw (volkswagen) management the risk was high that the demands and abil-
ity to follow through on the threat of strikes were supported by large parts of the 
workforce. they had reason to fear the union would mobilise its members at the 
producers’ plant for strategic protest action to get the management to negotiate 
with the union,« hinz writes. 
Since the 2012 strike, volkswagen’s management has grown more willing to ne-
gotiate with trade unions, Kryukova says. »in precarious situations, when [the 
management] doesn’t know how the team will behave, they try to ask for our 
advice, and not as a mere formality.« 
as hinz notes: »Successes achieved are ostensibly the result of utilization of work-
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ers’ structural power to bargain at the workplace resulting mainly from the eco-
nomic and local circumstances foreign firms face.«
as a result, trade unions at foreign car plants are considered amongst the most ef-
fective in russia, even though they tend to focus on individual workplaces »as the 
absence of employers’ associations prevents negotiations for sectoral or regional 
agreements, further impairing unions’ organizational power,« according to hinz.

receNt GaiNS

Some of the latest mPra achievements at volkswagen Kaluga include shorter 
working hours for the same money (1,875 hours per year, instead of the legislat-
ed 1,973 hours); the right for unions to discuss important social policy decisions 
before the management implements them; and an improved grading system for 
workers based on their job tenure instead of their personal relationships with the 
manager.
these gains were made possible partly because foreign companies are better or-
ganised than russian ones and less tolerant of rules violations, says alexei et-
manov, chairman and one of the founders of mPra. etmanov has helped organise 
strikes at the ford Sollers plant near St Petersburg since 2005, and supported the 
mPra efforts at volkswagen Kaluga. he recalls situations at russian car manu-
facturing plants where unscrupulous supervisors would manipulate workers by 
agreeing to hide a worker’s misconduct from their superiors in order to control 
them and to prevent any demands for better work conditions. 
»[foreign companies] maintain strict discipline in accordance with the labour 
code: being late is reprimanded, coming to work intoxicated ends up in immediate 
dismissal. this allows us to build a working relationship with the management,« 
says etmanov. 
Sometimes in employer disputes the unions are able to utilise the power of the 
russian state, which generally acts as an independent actor in employment re-
lations. in march 2017, the aSm, one of the three trade unions at volkswagen 
Kaluga, called labour inspectors to the plant following an unresolved issue regard-
ing job safety. »it is better to resolve issues within the house, but if we see that 
the issue is being delayed or not resolved, then we reserve the right to apply to 
state bodies,« says aSm chairman alexander abrosimov. after the inspection, the 
management – though highly displeased – agreed to resolve any further issues.
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independent trade unions in modern russia face a number of challenges to their 
efficacy. one is the existence of alternative labour organisations, created and con-
trolled (to various degrees) by the management to rival independent unions. in 
case of the volkswagen plant, the aSm is one of two trade unions organised 
to counter the influence and power of the independent mPra, which is still the 
largest out of three and counts almost 1200 members – nearly twice as much as 
the aSm (550 members) or the recently created mNiP raS (60 members). the 
three unions work independently, which also makes it difficult for them to reach 
common goals – especially given that all three organisations together count less 
than 50 per cent of the workers at the plant.
another factor is the poor retention of members. many workers only join unions 
during periods of negotiations, but quit membership as soon as the goals are 
reached. workers are ready to participate, say the unions, but they are not ready 
to pay one per cent of their salaries towards union dues as a result of the number 
of financial pressures workers face. »we are understanding that,« says Kryukova, 
although the union acknowledges that more needs to be done to hold on to new 
members.
But in spite of the difficulties facing the automotive industry, trade unions are not 
backing off from their demands for decent work. »after all, during sales growth 
nobody shared profits with us,« says etmanov. Now the workers who helped rus-
sia’s car industry grow over the years finally want a fair slice of the pie.
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2.4  //  uaw and ig MeTall: supporTing workers’ 
righTs FroM bavaria To Tennessee  

//  BY ari Paul

in a sense, a closer relationship between iG metall and uaw was long overdue, 
especially in a global auto industry that even put the two unions »under the same 
corporate roof« with the merger of chrysler and daimler aG in the 1990s. 
the year was 2015. the place was far from the cold Great lakes region where the 
united auto workers (uaw) holds most of its power, and it was an ocean away 
from iG metall’s headquarters in frankfurt, Germany.
the state of tennessee, with its low union density and business-friendly labour 
laws, might at first glance seem like an odd place for these two famous auto 
workers unions to announce what they called a transnational Partnership initiative 
(tPi) – a joint-venture between the two unions to perform labour education for 
the media, the public, lawmakers and employers in their respective countries – but 
in other ways, it made perfect sense.
the uaw and its 408,000 members have built their strength in the Great lakes 
region where the american automobile manufacturing industry is centred, but for-
eign makers prefer the mostly union-free environment of the american South. and 
while that trend has always been in some ways problematic for unions, it has also 
been seen as an opportunity: former uaw President Bob King had vowed to pour 
energy into organising workers in the South, not only to grow his union but also 
to erase the idea that the South was by definition some sort of union-free area.
the two unions had in fact been collaborating for years, but the tPi made things pub-
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lic, as both unions vowed to improve wages and working conditions for workers at 
German-owned plants in the South and to push for the introduction of German-style 
works councils in order to promote a new form of labour / management cooperation. 
Sören Niemann-findeisen of iG metall explained in a phone interview that »we 
have to be as global as our companies, and this is particularly true in our industry«.
the main goal, he said, was to help lower the hurdles to unionisation in places like 
the american South by addressing problems at uS manufacturing sites early on in 
the process. for example, at one German auto supplier operating in the uS there 
was intense resistance to a worker organising drive, however, iG metall was able 
to talk with its owner in Germany, who Niemann-findeisen said, didn’t want to 
have any kind of anti-union image.
Niemann-findeisen also didn’t write off the South as hopelessly anti-union, citing 
the Spring hill tennessee General motors plant where the uaw enjoys a 90 per 
cent density rate even in a right-to-work state (i. e., while by law the union must 
represent all workers in the bargaining unit, non-members have the right to refuse 
payment for those services).
in a report titled transnationalising unions. the case of the uaw and the iG 
metall by michael fichter, findings show that while successes in the stated goals 
have so far been limited, it was a necessary step in changing an outmoded domes-
tic focus of auto union organising. Success is critical, the report noted, even for 
unions like iG metall, which operate under relatively friendly labour laws. 
the report states: »even if the iG metall maintained a high level of membership 
density in Germany, it was dealing with corporations operating with value chains 
around the globe and capable of organizing production wherever most conducive 
to profitmaking. with their technology, these corporations have the capacity and 
the incentive to be able to produce better wherever cheaper, in most cases avoid-
ing unions, and as long as there were ›union-free‹ zones around the world, the 
associational and institutional power iG metall would be potentially threatened. 
the union had to begin finding approaches to changing this situation. a first step 
in this direction – to work together with the uaw – seemed to offer a plausible 
way of testing the viability and conditions of such an approach.« 
the two unions had strategised on organising German manufacturers in several 
states, but the most-high profile transnational effort to come out before formal-
ising the relationship in 2015 was the uaw’s failed attempt the previous year to 
organise workers at a volkswagen plant in chattanooga, tennessee. the failure 
to get a majority of workers to vote for unionisation came in large part due to the 
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heavy anti-union political sentiment in the local government, a massive anti-union 
campaign by business lobbies, as well as from local volkswagen-management. 
as the report noted, the drive at volkswagen was given a high priority for the joint 
coalition, but the German side of the equation had not anticipated the ferocity 
of the anti-union sentiment in the South. as Niemann-findeisen himself noted, 
Germany is not without companies that resist union drives, but the anti-union 
legal industry in the united States has more money and resources and has more 
influence over local governments. 
Yet, the report still saw this as growing pains, and was quite positive overall about 
the abilities of the two unions to foster growth together down the line. rather than 
being discouraged, this episode firmed up the resolve of both unions. the two un-
ions extended and deepened their ties even further, establishing the tPi as an infor-
mation and educational centre that would foster exchanges between workers from 
the same company at production sites in Germany and the uS and conduct informa-
tional seminars. direct and ongoing contacts on a broad organisational basis help 
to keep both unions informed regarding relevant developments in both countries. 
and it did not take long until a glimmer of good news saw the light of day. in 
late 2015, a smaller section of that chattanooga plant, the robotics repair workers, 
voted for uaw representation. despite continuing refusal by vw to respect the 
law and enter into collective bargaining negotiations, this has been a big first for 
uaw representation in the South. however, everybody involved has no illusion: the 
joint-union venture will need to do a lot more education in places like tennessee and 
to raise consciousness amongst workers if it is to boost representation in the South.
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2.5  //   weaving a union neTwork around  
The garMenT seCTor – an exaMple  
FroM CenTral aMeriCa

//  BY chriS dicKSoN 

an international workers’ union has been rewriting the relationship between gar-
ment sector workers in central america, their employers, national governments 
and international brands, thanks to savvy communications and global consumer 
support.
la liga Sindical internacional para responsabilizar a las marcas (international un-
ion league for Brand responsibility) was created in 2012 out of a merger of several 
unions active in the maquila sector in mexico, central america and the caribbean. 
maquila is the Spanish term used to describe factories in the region that import 
materials duty-free, assemble or manufacture finished goods, then re-export them 
immediately, often to the same country.
the organization is in its early stages, but has already succeeded in bringing pres-
sure on those ultimately responsible for working conditions – the international 
brands, not just the local bosses.
la liga, as it is better known, is now developing a global structure to unite union 
efforts internationally and articulate a credible discourse, which is crucial for build-
ing public support for the trade unions and the workers.
the network’s success has led to international expansion as far as asia, where many 
workers suffer from the consequences of the same corporate structures and mar-
ket dynamics, and where la liga’s expertise and experience may be of assistance.
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fruit of the loom iN hoNduraS, aNd the fouNdiNG of SitraJerzeeS

fruit of the loom (fotl) is a leading uS producer of cotton t-shirts, underwear 
and sportswear. it has plants in el Salvador, southern mexico and honduras. in the 
latter, where it was established in 2006, it has nine plants and 10,000 workers.
in 2007, workers at the company’s Jerzees plant in honduras formed a union. 
fotl responded by dismissing most of those involved. But in January 2008, thanks 
to international workers’ complaints and the support of the worker rights con-
sortium (wrc), the 145 fired workers were reinstated with back pay. in april of 
that year, the union was formalized as the Sindicato de trabajadores de Jerzees 
(union of workers of Jerzees, or SitraJerzeeS), and negotiations on a collective 
agreement began.
But during negotiations in 2009 the company announced the closure of the fac-
tory, citing market difficulties despite the apparent anti-union motivations. Several 
organizations jumped in and helped raise international public awareness, includ-
ing canada’s maquila Solidarity Network (mSN), the wrc, and the uS student 
organization united Students against Sweatshops (uSaS). then uS universities 
started boycotting garments produced in Jerzees.
By the end of 2009, 110 of the 140 uS universities that traded with fotl had sus-
pended procurement and cancelled million-dollar contracts. in November 2009, 
SitraJerzeeS and the country’s central General de trabajadores (General con-
federation of workers, or cGt) signed an agreement in washington, dc, estab-
lishing the reopening of the factory under the name Jerzees Nuevo día, meaning 
»New day«. around 1,200 workers were reinstated.
the union, renamed SitraJerzeeSNd, now boasts the best social and economic 
benefits of the maquila in the region. its workers earn up to 600 uS dollars per 
month, well above the national and regional minimum wage of approximately 
260 uS dollars in honduras and 210 uS dollars in nearby el Salvador.
in el Salvador, two other trade unions sought to copy the Jerzees model in their 
relationship with fotl, but with mixed success. the Sindicato de trabajadoras, 
trabajadores, Sastres, costureras y Similares (union of men and women workers, 
tailors, seamstresses and similar, or SitraSacoSi) reached an agreement with 
fotl to guarantee freedom of association and led the creation of a dialogue com-
mittee. But their efforts failed to secure the reopening of a factory closed in 2014, 
leaving 1,200 workers jobless.
But la liga helped secure some level of victory for the workers. through an in-
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ternational investigation, it identified several major brands involved, notably hBi, 
lacoste and levis, as well as fotl, and discovered the corporate owner of the el 
Salvador plant, the mexican group argus-Kaltex. this investigation and a global 
campaign ensure these companies paid the 1.7 million uS dollars owed to the 
workers involved.

camPaiGNS aNd Structure

the milestone 2010 success of SitraJerzeeSNd was an inspiration to form la 
liga, the latter’s president estela ramírez said.
»we realized that we faced the same problems in honduras, Nicaragua, el Salva-
dor and the dominican republic,« he said. »we organized and managed to hold 
a regional union meeting in honduras at the end of 2011.«
in february 2012, trade unions from these countries met and agreed to the cre-
ation of la liga, with the support of other allies from further afield, such as the 
american federation of labor and congress of industrial organizations (afl-cio), 
as well as uSaS.
la liga’s first two campaigns involved the companies adidas of Germany and 
Gildan of canada. the first, under the slogan »adidas workers united!«, was 
accompanied by a statement from la liga, demanding that international brands 
be held accountable for their suppliers’ practices, and to start negotiations on 
working conditions.
in 2014, the president of la liga travelled to Germany and made a presentation to 
adidas shareholders. he described the practices in supplier factories back in cen-
tral america, and outlined several of the disputes with the unions there, including 
some that had been resolved, and others still on-going.
the Gildan campaign was launched under the slogan »united, we demand re-
spect for our labour and human rights«. trade unions from honduras, Nicaragua, 
the dominican republic and haiti participated.
the international campaigns highlighted the difficulties of maintaining effective 
communications across language differences and different local priorities. in re-
sponse, la liga established its technical team and a founding coordinating com-
mittee. the latter comprised delegates from the dominican republic, honduras, 
Nicaragua and el Salvador, as well as cambodia, Bangladesh, india and indonesia. 
in 2014 it held its first world meeting in hong Kong.
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the future

a structure such as la liga is extremely complex, incorporating a web of commu-
nication between and within unions as well as allied institutions, and across differ-
ent countries, languages and time zones. for this reason, decisions are often made 
by individuals than according to institutional procedures. this can have negative 
medium- and long-term consequences, as it can allow the management of power 
and resources to drift away from the people and the workers, and become con-
centrated in the higher echelons, which goes against the principle of the unions.
the creation of union networks around brands and the same multinational em-
ployer in central america, however, was a good strategic choice and leveraged the 
structural power of the unions. the social power accumulated by trade unions in 
their respective countries also boosted the impact of the international campaigns.
the union capability that has been most developed through la liga’s campaigns is 
an increase in learning and experience, even if this has not always translated into 
an increased associative power – meaning more members. it is noteworthy that 
those organizations with higher membership when their joined la liga are the 
ones that proved best able to overcome the challenges they faced.
all of its triumphs and learning experiences make la liga a clear example of how 
successfully to build a transnational union network. it is an inspiration and en-
couragement to other unions on how best to explore international alliances and 
campaigns.
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2.6  //   organising and innovaTing – The winning 
sTraTegy oF argenTina’s pharMaCeuTiCal 
Trade union 

//  BY lucia he  

on Bayer argentina’s 100th anniversary, a group of company employees mobi-
lised at a celebration event being held at the exclusive San isidro racecourse on 
the outskirts of Buenos aires.
while half of them dressed as guests in cocktail attire, the other half carried drums 
and whistles pretending to be performers. they were demanding that Bayer’s 
manager rehire a colleague that was fired. »okay, i’ll sign the hiring [papers] right 
now, but please leave the event,« was the manager’s response.
this group of workers were part of the association of Pharmaceutical Sales repre-
sentatives of argentina (asociación de agentes de Propaganda médica, or aaPm 
in Spanish), a union that, in spite of an increasingly hostile environment towards 
unions in argentina, has been able to gain new members and improve the working 
conditions of its existing members over the past decade using a set of key strategies. 
»the aaPm was able to reorganise its base, widen its framework of alliances, 
and rethink the union’s role in a transnational industry,« writes Bruno dobrusin, a 
member of the national trade union centre, the argentine workers’ central union 
(central de trabajadores de la argentina, or cta in Spanish), in a recent report 
titled the union struggle against the obstacles of trans-national capital. argen-
tina’s pharmaceutical sales representatives union and its current challenges. »for 
the past decade, the union has gone through a significant transformation and has 
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kept a strong base of affiliates in 
an industry that increasingly needs 
fewer pharmaceutical sales repre-
sentatives,« says the report.
aaPm currently has more than 
8,000 members, which represents 
73 per cent of the total number of 
pharmaceutical workers in argenti-
na. By comparison, median union 
density for other industries in argen-
tina is of 40 per cent. the aaPm’s 
union density is particularly impres-

sive for a growing and significantly transnational industry. in 2011, 38.9 per cent of 
argentina’s pharmaceutical market was represented by multinational companies. 
Key to the aaPm’s growth has been a strategy of political realignment. when the 
union was founded in 1935, it participated in the General confederation of labour 
(confederación General del trabajo, or the cGt in Spanish), one of the largest 
labour federations in the world, currently representing three million workers. his-
torically, unions like the aaPm and those that are a part of the cGt have been po-
litically aligned with Peronismo, argentina’s most prominent political movement 
which is often associated with workers’ rights and social justice. But, after political 
changes pushed the cGt towards a new direction, the aaPm decided it was time 
to leave the federation. 
»the labour situation completely changed in the 1990s with the neoliberal mod-
el that took root in argentina during the government of carlos menem. there 
were more privatisations, dismissals and increasing job precarity. traditional un-
ions couldn’t address the needs of the working class within this new model,« says 
ricardo Peidro, general secretary of the aaPm. 
the aaPm thus joined a new alliance, the cta. amongst its main distinctions, 
the cta promotes a wider organisational model that allows direct affiliation of 
workers, regardless of union membership or employment situation. 
»we knew that a union model that only accepted workers who were formally 
employed wasn’t enough,« says Peidro. »a union should also represent workers in 
the informal sector, the retired, the ones who don’t have a job – these people are 
also the working class. it’s unacceptable that if a worker is let go from his job, a 
union won’t represent him anymore. that’s why we joined the cta.« 
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relatioNShiP BuildiNG 

Since its incorporation into the cta, the aaPm has been able to widen its scheme 
of alliances, building relationships with different social movements, tenants’ or-
ganisations, workers at recovered factories and other groups that had previously 
considered out of bounds. this allowed the aaPm to increase its coalition power.
»to incorporate the strength and assertions of colleagues who are left out of the 
formal labour market gave us much more power when presenting our demands to 
our employers. when there is a certain conflict with the employers and we’re able 
to surround them with different sectors, we are much stronger than if we were 
divided or were only representing one sector,« says Peidro.
Besides its political realignment, the aaPm also decided to focus on minimum 
wage negotiations. while the minimum wage in the pharmaceutical industry had 
been constant at 682 argentine pesos (about 44 uS dollars at the current ex-
change rate) for years, average salaries for workers in the industry had been in-
creasing and were significantly higher than the basic salary. this was mainly due 
to a growing industry – between 2005 and 2013, pharmaceutical sales more than 
doubled in argentina from 1,903 million uS dollars to 4,952 million uS dollars. 
Nonetheless, union leaders at aaPm understood that negotiating a minimum 
wage would benefit the union as a whole. 
»focusing on minimum wage negotiations allowed the aaPm to gain a lot of 
legitimacy over the most vulnerable workers, the ones that are just entering the in-
dustry, who are usually younger and less interested in unionising,« says dobrusin. 
»it also improves the situation in terms of firing, since firing costs are calculated 
based on the minimum wage.« 
»firing employees was a daily practice for the pharmaceutical industry. firing a 
worker that had worked for 20 years for a company was extremely cheap, so for us 
it was indispensable to negotiate the minimum wage,« Piedro says in agreement.
thanks to these negotiations, the aaPm minimum wage in 2014 was 15,700 pesos (1019 uS 
dollars), compared to the national minimum wage of 4,700 pesos (305 uS dollars). 

iNNovatioN diSruPtioN methodS 

the aaPm is known not only for its negotiation tactics, but also for its mobilising 
efforts and innovative disruption methods. Between 2006 and 2014, the union 
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organised 39 industrial disputes. of these, only six escalated to strike action. the 
rest involved different tactics like the disruption of Bayer argentina’s 100th anni-
versary event. 
»we had to think of new disruption methods different from the traditional ones 
like striking. we’re not like the oil refinery unions that can block the refineries and 
inflict million dollars losses to their employers,« says Peidro. »But the pharmaceuti-
cal industry really cares about its image, so that’s why we started mobilising to in-
ternational conferences organised by the industry, or writing reports that revealed 
fines that the businesses were issued for breaking regulations.« 
while the aaPm has been able to strengthen its influence in argentina, dobrusin 
believes that in order to maintain this power, the union needs to start thinking 
global.
»the aaPm needs to be more active in building transnational alliances. that’s 
going to be key for it to build more resistance in an industry that’s totally trans-
national. even the smaller labs need to think about their strategies in a global 
framework,« says dobrusin.
»the key will be to join international federations and to seek alliances with similar 
unions that are organised in the same companies abroad. the aaPm is slowly 
incorporating these practices, which will be key for the union’s future,« he says.
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2.7  //   uniTed aviaTion workers land a viCTory 
(souTh aMeriCa) 

//  BY ulriKe Putz

one evening in late may 2014, a high level manager of South american airline laN 
Peru waited until all his senior workers had left for the day before marching into 
the mechanics’ hangar. 
armed with threats and money, he demanded the mechanics cease their public 
protests and work-to-rule campaign immediately, or else the airline would take 
away the airplanes – and their jobs.
any worker who abandoned the campaign would receive a sizeable cash gift on the spot. 
the 220 mechanics of laN Peru had been engaged in a five-month campaign for 
better pay and working conditions. the airline – a subsidiary of latam airlines – 
was profitable. Yet the mechanics, on whom the safety of the planes depended, 
had not had a pay rise in 10 years.
Since the start of protests, laN Peru had adopted an extremely hostile stance to-
wards its workers. expect surprises, the leaders of the mechanics’ union SitalaNPe 
had warned their members. »they will try to divide and thereby weaken us.« 

»PlaNeS caN’t flY without uS«

So when the [high level manager] walked in on them, the mechanics didn’t budge. 
determined to win, and outraged by the threatening attitude, the men stood their 

© iStock.com / mtcurado
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ground. »Go ahead,« they said. 
»the planes can’t fly without us.« 
a week later, the mechanics voted 
unanimously to go on strike. even-
tually, just hours before kick-off for 
the fifa world cup in rio de Janei-
ro – an extremely busy time for all 
South american airlines – laN Peru 
gave in.
all temporary workers were giv-
en fixed-term contracts, and any 
workers who had been fired would 

get their job back. most of the mechanics would also receive a 50 per cent salary 
increase, along with a bonus. 
By drawing strength from unity, and pressing the company’s vulnerabilities in a 
strategic campaign, the mechanics had prevailed.

NaviGatiNG throuGh StormY timeS

another memorable victory for aviation unions in South america against latam 
airlines began with a series of seemingly innocuous social events. 
throughout 2008, cabin crew employed by laN argentina, a subsidiary of latam 
airlines established in 2005, began to meet regularly in social settings. they went 
to see football games, had coffee and mate and sometimes even hit the nightclubs 
of Buenos aires. 
everyone had fun, but that was not why the group was meeting. the gatherings 
were carefully planned to build trust among the workers represented by argenti-
na’s cabin crew union, the asociación argentina de aeronavegantes. 
as laN argentina expanded rapidly, it hired mostly young people with no aviation 
experience or experience being members of a union. 
trying to side step any dealings with aeronavegantes, the only legal union for 
all cabin crew in argentina, laN argentina established its own »yellow« union, 
atcPea. By firing non-conformist employees, the airline created a climate of fear. 
By 2006, most laN argentina cabin crew were too frightened to speak to anyone 
from aeronavegantes. 

© iStock.com / princigalli
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aeronavegantes kept denouncing laN in the media as part of attempts to force 
the airline out of the country. laN employees felt they had no choice but to dis-
tance themselves from the union. in response to these developments, in 2007 the 
aeronavegantes leaders decided on a change of course and reached out to the 
now 380 strong laN cabin crew. 
aeronavegantes embarked on a step-by-step relationship building campaign fo-
cused on building trust with laN employees. as with the Peruvian mechanics, 
the union could count on the full support of the international transport workers’ 
federation (itf) and its strong network of latin-american unions. 

New truSt, SucceSSful BattleS 

By September 2009, the slow approach with the laN staffers paid off. aeronave-
gantes had established a power base amongst the cabin crew. 
the union felt strong enough to dare a strike of all laN argentina aviation unions, 
which would close the airport and delay flights. itf’s latam network supported 
the strike, with pilots, cabin crew, ground staff and supervisory unions demanding 
that laN negotiate wage increases jointly instead of separately. laN gave in, and 
its cabin crew walked away with a 21 per cent wage increase. 
in the years that followed, laN kept on trying to oust aeronavegantes. By claiming 
that union elections had been rigged, it tried to install its own loyalists in leader-
ship positions. a court eventually ordered new elections, with the aeronavegantes 
activists winning by a high margin. 
in 2010 laN pilots, cabin crew, supervisors, mechanics and ground staff won 
another wage increase of 30 per cent. in 2015, laN argentina finally agreed to 
a legal collective agreement with aeronavegantes. it was signed in January 2015 
and remains in place today. 

StroNG alliaNce aGaiNSt Powerful oPPoNeNt 

the success of South american unions in improving wages and conditions for 
workers in the region’s largest and, arguably, most anti-union airline provides im-
portant lessons on how to build transnational union power.
latam’s international unions network includes pilots, cabin crew, ground staff 
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and mechanics from 11 countries, 33 unions and six union federations, all support-
ed by the global federation of transport unions, the itf. 
drawing on the support and advice of such a vast network, both the Peruvian me-
chanics and the argentinian cabin crew were able to increase and leverage their 
power. the workers were successful because they were committed to democratic 
union structures and developed strong relationships of trust with each other. 
through their patient, unwavering work they were able to force latam, the larg-
est multinational aviation company in South america, to make seemingly impos-
sible improvements in working conditions for thousands of aviation workers – a 
brilliant feat.
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2.8  //   The rookie union ThaT Took on  
The CoFFee beheMoTh and won:  
The Case oF sTarbuCks Chile

//  BY Jordi Serrat

over the course of the last decade, chile – a country with high levels of youth 
unemployment and precarious work – has witnessed the birth of a new trade 
union within Starbucks, a company whose founding principles make it reluctant 
to accept unionisation. it’s a move that has taken both chileans and outsiders by 
surprise. led by young trade union novices, its members have achieved an unprec-
edented success: the signing of the first collective bargaining agreement with a 
Starbucks workers’ union. 
in 2009, staff at Starbucks chile formed the uS coffee giant’s first union in 
latin america. it was an organisation far removed from the traditional idea of 
workers’ unions. its members are mostly university students in their twenties; 
they don’t have experience with trade unions yet they are schooled in chile’s 
student protest movement, which began in 2006 and represents the largest 
social movement in the country since the end of the dictatorship of augusto 
Pinochet in 1990.
the commitment and shrewdness of this group of young people, together with 
their skilled use of social networks and new technologies, resulted in a world-
first in 2015: the first collective bargaining agreement negotiated by a Starbucks 
union. 
the history of the Starbucks chile union must be understood in terms of the 
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socio-political context facing the country during the first decade of this century, 
which was marked by protests by high school and university students against the 
education model inherited from the military regime. 
andrés Giordano, the first – and serving – president of the Starbucks chile un-
ion, agrees, arguing that in 2009 the »process of social agitation« by the student 
movement favoured the creation of the workers’ union. 
»there was a climate of unrest that made it possible for young people – we are 
in the majority at Starbucks – to react by proposing a form of organisation that 
meant we were no longer just individual employees,« explains Giordano, who was 
a student leader between 2004 and 2007.
the young workers – many of whom are working to fund their education and who 
see a job at Starbucks as a stop-gap measure – found themselves part of a compa-
ny with a peculiar corporate philosophy geared towards customers who perceived 
the brand as a status symbol.

Social NetworKS aNd iNterNatioNal iNStrumeNtS:  

the KeYS to collective BarGaiNiNG

the study titled la experiencia del Sindicato Starbucks coffee en chile (the ex-
perience of the Starbucks coffee union in chile), notes how, for customers, »the 
experience of the Starbucks culture is complemented by the declaration of ›re-
sponsible consumption‹ by the company« offering an approach based on business 
ethics, environmental responsibility and sustainable development.
to reinforce this message and the spirit of belonging to the company, Starbucks 
workers are internally referred to as ›partners,‹ a standard part of the lexicon of 
so-called ›happy companies‹. in this context, the multinational regards any union 
initiatives as redundant.
Starbucks first launched in chile in 2003, with one coffee shop in Santiago. Six 
years later, the company had 40 premises spread across three cities. the rapid 
growth of Starbucks also saw the first disagreements between staff and the or-
ganisation, which the company resolved with dismissals and reprisals against staff 
who complained. 
it was at this point that workers began to organise themselves via email. »using 
access to institutional emails, they organised ›leisure‹ meetings in spaces outside 
the shops,« something that didn’t arouse any suspicion, since such meetings took 
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place under the umbrella of the Starbucks culture. the meetings were used to 
thrash out the details of creating the union.
the process culminated on 9 april 2009, with the constitution of the union of 
Starbucks workers before a certifying official, establishing an organisation with 
15 people. this was followed by collective bargaining between the union and the 
company. a first round took place in 2011, followed by a second in 2013. Both 
ended without an agreement, due to the company’s refusal to accept the propos-
als of the workers’ representatives. the staff also carried out two strikes, one in 
2011 lasting 18 days and another in 2013 lasting 11 days to show their discontent 
and as a means of applying pressure.
a third round of collective bargaining began in 2015. however, in contrast to 
previous rounds, the union took a decision that would prove decisive in securing 
its interests. it submitted a complaint to the National contact Point (NcP) of 
the organisation for economic cooperation and development (oecd), which 
in chile is part of the ministry of foreign affairs, asking it to look into whether 
Starbucks was complying with the good practice guidelines for multinational 
companies.
the oecd concluded that the union was positive for protecting the rights of staff 
and negotiating new contracts. 
Backed by the NcP declaration and with all measures exhausted, a new strike 
began on 20 may 2015. however, this time, the action ended abruptly after three 
days, with the signing of the first collective bargaining agreement by a union of 
Starbucks workers. 
for Giordano, the NcP resolution was fundamental in changing the company’s 
attitude: »a ruling is news that lasts for one day, a declaration by the oecd holds 
considerable weight. it goes beyond the borders of chile and has a global impact. 
this created sufficient pressure on the company to agree to negotiate a contract, 
a meagre contract but a contract nonetheless.« 
as Giordano explains, the agreement was decaffeinated in the extreme, includ-
ing a bonus for trainers of new staff and a monthly food allowance of 22 uS 
dollars. 
however, in spite of this, it laid the foundations for future negotiations and le-
gitimised members of the union with respect to other staff at the multinational’s 
affiliates. as the months have passed, the issues discussed by the union and the 
company have diversified. 
moreover, the success of the Starbucks chile union has set a precedent for the 
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South american country, with workers at two other fast-food chains (Papa John’s 
and Johnny rockets) forming their first unions in 2016.
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3.1  //   laTin aMeriCa’s biggesT Trade union  
is baCk on The sTreeTs (brazil)

//  BY SaNti carNeri 

the cut’s social power is at its lowest level for years, but it still enjoys the prestige of 
having been the driving force behind a decade of gains that have translated into in-
creased workers’ rights, fewer inequalities and greater collective bargaining power.
the cut (central Única dos trabalhadores) is the largest trade union centre in 
latin america and the fifth largest in the world. it has a membership of 7.8 million 
workers, and more widely represents some 24 million workers. 
its magnitude and power were decisive in the victories secured by the workers’ 
Party (Pt) in four successive presidential elections, firstly with luiz inácio lula da 
Silva (2003 – 2006 and 2007 – 2010), followed by dilma rousseff (2011 – 2014 and 
2015 – 2016).
this gigantic trade union has now reached a crossroads: despite being responsible 
for a good portion of the most progressive agenda during the Pt’s time in office, 
its social recognition steadily waned as the protests against rousseff’s govern-
ments grew. Now it is looking to go back to its roots, heading the opposition to 
the neoliberal measures being pushed by the government of michel temer, who 
took over the presidency after rousseff was impeached.
the cut’s social power is at its lowest level for years, but it still enjoys the prestige 
of having been the driving force behind a decade of gains that have translated 
into increased workers’ rights, fewer inequalities and greater collective bargaining 
power, according to the study: trade unions in transformation – the cut’s ex-
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perience during the workers’ Party’s (Pt) Governments in Brazil (2003 – 2016) by 
researchers José dari Krein and hugo dias:

the hiStorY of latiN america’S BiGGeSt uNioN

»i don’t agree that the 1980s was the ›lost decade‹, as it is so often referred to 
by the right. it was a loss for capital, because for the workers it was a remarkable 
decade. the workers’ Party (Pt) was founded in 1980, the cut in 1983 and the 
landless workers movement (mSt) in 1984,« explains marxist sociologist ricardo 
antunes, professor at the State university of campinas in the state of Sao Paulo.
to tell the history of the cut is to immerse oneself in the rise of the ›New trade 
unionism‹, as it is known in Brazil today. the trade union centre was founded in 
spite of the ban imposed by the dictatorship, which only permitted trade unions 
controlled by the state itself and that did not represent the workers’ interests. 
according to the report by Krein and dias, the cut emerged out of the prominent 
role played at the end of the 1970s by workers’ movements emboldened by a new 
concept of trade unionism, based on the conventions of the international labour 
organization (ilo), such as freedom and independence, as well as more class-
based and combative action. in other words, the cut emerged fighting against 
the dictatorship and for democracy in the country.

the lula GoverNmeNtS

lula’s victory in 2003 gave the trade union movement the hope of being able to 
overcome, at least in part, the unfavourable environment created for Brazilian 
workers during the 1990s. But for the cut, the government’s beginnings, against 
the background of an economic crisis, was too conservative in many respects, 
according to the study by Krein and dias. at the same time, however, it began 
implementing policies such as the zero hunger programme and introducing insti-
tutional participation and dialogue with organised social movements.
at that time, people who the State had never listened to before started arriving 
at the Palácio do Planalto, the seat of government, in Brasilia. indigenous people 
from the most remote parts of the amazon, landless farmers and workers of all 
kinds started to take part in some of the country’s political decisions. 
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the cut was confronted with an ap-
parent paradox. it assumed the gov-
ernment’s defence for the first time 
in its history, even though it did not 
fully agree with the economic policy 
reforms at the time. this ambiguity 
led to the emergence of groups fur-
ther to the left, which were pushing 
for a more critical stance towards 
the government.
in 2004, Brazil’s economy started 
to recover, initially thanks to the 
commodities boom and then the growth in the domestic market. the trade union 
centre defined its strategy and closed ranks with lula in response to the right 
wing’s first attempts to remove him from the presidency.
the institutionalisation of the cut against a backdrop of growing employment 
enabled it to spearhead changes in the labour market and to strengthen its struc-
tural power. examples of this include 10 consecutive years of pay increases as well 
as the increase of the minimum wage – to reduce inequality and increase the pur-
chasing power of workers – in addition to the launch, in 2004, of annual ›work-
ing class marches‹, held alongside other trade unions. on these marches, cut’s 
demands – in in harmony with other trade unions – were put forward around 
strengthening democracy and the valorisation of work. on the three first marches, 
an increase to the minimum wage was on the top of the agenda. 
another major gain was the law passed in 2008 updating the regulations from the 
1930s and finally recognising trade union centres, although this had undesirable 
consequences for the cut. according to the analysis of Krein and dias, the passing 
of this law led to »an increase in proliferation of different trade unions and the 
consolidation of fragmented trade unionism at all levels«.

weaKeNiNG SuPPort for dilma

the Brazilian trade union movement, including the cut, started to see a serious 
decline under dilma rousseff’s rule, when the economy started to slow and the 
annual growth rate went from 7.6 per cent in 2010 to zero in 2014.
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the government’s failure to implement a viable development project, the persis-
tent international crisis and the end of the cycle of growth in domestic consump-
tion triggered the start of the criticism levelled against the cut.
although it remained in the same political camp as the Pt, the trade union began 
distancing itself from government, spurred by the lack of dialogue, the policy of 
providing fiscal incentives to big companies, the overall economic policy direction 
and other sources of disagreement.
despite this distancing with the unions, rousseff’s candidacy in the 2014 election 
was strongly supported by the cut and social organisations, which were eager to 
secure her victory in the face of the growing rise of the right wing.
But an illustration of how the cut was weakened by its closeness to the ruling 
party is the loss of its role as an institution capable of voicing the public’s main 
grievances, as demonstrated by its marginal role in the social unrest of June 2013, 
when the confederations cup was held amid mass demonstrations.
the report examining the cut concludes that the union’s experience underlines 
the importance, despite the institutional gains, of maintaining social alliances 
based on an overall agenda that reflects the interests of the most vulnerable mem-
bers of society.

GoiNG BacK to the StreetS to StoP temer

the conservative government of President michel temer plans to reform the re-
tirement system, among other measures, as part of a strict structural adjustment 
programme involving major public spending cuts over the next two decades.
»what we have done is to present a way of saving the pension system from col-
lapse, to rescue the benefits of the pensioners of today and of the young people 
who will retire in the future,« said temer, in a speech delivered to a group of 
business people at an official ceremony in march. the president insisted that the 
reform is essential and urgently needed to avoid bankruptcy. temer’s proposal 
has sent the cut back to the streets, back to its roots. mass trade union protests 
have returned to the country’s big cities. the trade unions are opposed to the 
government reform.
on 15 march 2017, São Paulo began the day without buses and a metro service at 
half throttle. Schools and universities came to a standstill in rio de Janeiro along 
with a number of banks. in Brasilia, a large march was held and the demonstrators 
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occupied part of the finance ministry headquarters. the protests were called, with 
the support of the cut, by frente Brasil Popular (Brazil People’s front), frente Povo 
sem medo (People without fear front) and the ctB (central dos trabalhadores e 
trabalhadoras do Brasil).

the 15 march ProteSt waS followed BY two more:  

oN 31 march, aNd oN 28 aPril. 

on the 31 march demonstration, thousands of workers protested against the re-
form of the retirement system, as well as against the fiscal adjustments being 
proposed by temer, and the legalisation of sub-contracting. although the general 
strike of 28 april – the first one in two decades – did not paralyse the country, 
trade unions say that the strike had been supported by 40 million workers, which 
accounts for 45 per cent of the Brazilian labour force. the strike was held in re-
sponse to the progress of temer’s labour reforms in Parliament and the regression 
of social rights.
Brazil’s largest trade union centre is faced with the challenge of consolidating it 
position as the champion of the rights won by workers over the last decade.
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3.2  //  The Fall and rise oF uruguay’s Trade unions

//  BY chriS dicKSoN

trade unions in uruguay enjoy an enviable strength in the latin american context. 
the only trade union confederation in the country, the Plenario intersindical de 
trabajadores-convención Nacional de trabajadores / Pit-cNt (inter-union work-
ers’ Plenary-National worker’s convention), counts an impressive membership of 
40 per cent of the country’s salaried employees. its numbers give it great weight 
in collective bargaining, and even include members in cabinet, parliament and 
other institutions.
the Pit-cNt’s central position in uruguay’s political life is largely due to its links 
with the coalition of left-wing and progressive parties which has ruled the country 
for three consecutive terms since 2005: the frente amplio / fa (the Broad front). 
»the fa and the Pit-cNt are animals born from the same placenta,« according to 
José mujica, the country’s president from 2010 to 2015. »the role of organized 
workers was and always will be crucial in society’s transformations, and never 
more so than under a left-wing government,« he explained. »each plays their role, 
but is aware that their future is at stake, and bad times for one means bad times 
for the other,« he said of the relationship between politicians and the unions.
in the case of the fa and Pit-cNt, theirs is an old one. as early as 1984, when the 
fa was an opposition force and many of its leadership were banned from politics, 
cNt president José d’elia was also the vice-presidential candidate for the fa, as well 
as later leading the Pit-cNt. ever since, the history of the two organizations has 
been closely connected – including the run up to the fa’s victory in 2004 elections. 
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the trade uNioNS’ YearS iN the wilderNeSS

Before the golden age they are enjoying now, uruguayan trade unions had to en-
dure their time in the political wilderness. unions were banned during the brutal 
military dictatorship, which ruled from 1973 to 1985. after that, a succession of 
conservative governments carried out a series of neoliberal policies that deregu-
lated of working conditions and introduced more flexibility into the labour market. 
this weakened the union movement, and caused union membership to fall.
But the injury to uruguayan trade unions was not fatal, and they found ways of 
making their voices heard in spite of the circumstances. their key tools were the 
referendums, binding popular consultations defined in the national constitution, 
which allowed the Pit-cNt a central role in slowing down the government’s pri-
vatization efforts.
»at a time when trade unions were diminished in practice as a consequence of 
their persecution, there was no collective bargaining,« explained Juan castillo, 
General Secretary in the Pit-cNt between 2008 and 2012. »unemployment was 
high and the government didn’t represent us, but they enjoyed wide popular sup-
port and we realized that the mechanisms of popular consultation were the way to 
counter the most negative aspects of the right’s neoliberal policies.« 

the KeYS of uruGuaYaN uNioNiSm’S SucceSS

two factors explain the survival of uruguayan unionism survival during its harshest 
years, and the good health it enjoys now: the strong democratic tradition in the 
country, at least compared with other nations in the region; and the institutional 
solidarity that the Pit-cNt preserved against all odds.
uruguay is a small country with fewer than 3.5 million inhabitants, which has been 
able to combine a strong democratic tradition with a solid trade union culture. 
Since the early 20th century, trade unions have been beneficiaries of a welfare 
state and democratic system, and have in turn been instrumental in cementing 
and deepening those institutions.
while the governments of its two giant neighbours, argentina and Brazil, were 
launching top-down social and labour reforms while strictly regulating union ac-
tivity, uruguay accomplished something unique in the region: to build a welfare 
state from early on, and to lay the foundations for a democratic culture endowed 
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with a solid party system, as well as representative and militant trade unions.
the solidarity of the country’s trade unions was forged in the 50s, with close co-
operation and alignment between organizations. this was consolidated in 1965 
with the congreso del Pueblo (People’s congress), a meeting of representatives 
from the most important social and cultural organizations. the cNt was formally 
established the following year, at an event attended by virtually all trade unions. 
in 1983, towards the end of the military dictatorship, workers’ organizations held 
a popular demonstration on may 1st which drew 250,000 people, and founded 
the Pit.
this institutionalized solidarity between uruguayan trade unions was not imposed 
by government policy or regulation, but was built by the trade unions themselves. 
the principle of a single, indivisible movement of trade unions is based on the 
sentiment of »one for all, all for one«. moreover, trade unions’ cooperation and 
solidarity were part of the inspiration for the 1971 creation of the fa, as an alliance 
of centre-left and left-wing political parties.
»arguably it was the left, during its period of unification in the late 60s and early 
70s, who took on almost completely the approaches that organized civil society 
had articulated in the 60s – most notably in the case of the so-called People’s 
congress,« said milton castellanos, leader of the Pit-cNt and director of instituto 
cuesta duarte. 

the GoldeN aGe of trade uNioNS´ Power

Given this historical background, the alliance between the frente amplio and the 
trade unions comes as no surprise. eduardo Bonomi, labour minister in the first 
fa government and one of the key people in the design and implementation of 
the alliance, explained: »Since the very formation of the team which drafted the 
fa platform for the elections in 2004, it was assumed that the relationship with 
the trade unions would be crucial and strategic, as a consequence of their historic 
political commitment, but also due to electoral dynamics.«
»most of the electoral platform, and not only those aspects related to working 
conditions, were discussed and agreed with the trade unions, and actually several 
of them became flagship policies of the first left-wing government,« he said. »this 
also explains the high number of union leaders who ended up occupying impor-
tant positions in the new government, including several ministers.«
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after the crisis that engulfed the country and the region in 2002, the first prior-
ity of the fa government was to reestablish decent employment and salaries. it 
passed more than 50 labour-related laws, notably: collective bargaining laws for 
public- and private-sector employees; protection of trade union activities; regu-
lation of domestic employment; an eight-hour workday for rural workers; and 
regulation of outsourcing.
But not everything is a bed of roses for uruguay’s trade unions. conservative me-
dia, speaking for a large segment of society, has labeled them »one of the populist 
state’s three powers,« alongside the government and the fa. and the ongoing 
economic problems could put a strain on the unions’ alliance with the current 
fa government, as pressure increases to cut budgets and deregulate, against the 
traditional interests of the trade unions. 
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3.3  //  when unions Make hisTory: The ugTT’s 
role in Tunisia’s TransiTion To deMoCraCy

//  BY l iNa BeN mheNNi 

with 600,000 members out of a working population of around four million peo-
ple, the uGtt is the largest, and most influential, organised force in tunisia.
despite numerous challenges, most notably the economic and security situation, 
tunisia has received widespread acclaim for its relatively peaceful transition to de-
mocracy following the 2011 uprising that resulted in the overthrow of President zine 
el abidine Ben ali. in recognition of this achievement, the tunisian National dia-
logue Quartet – made up of the tunisian Bar association, the tunisian human rights 
league, the utica employers’ organisation and the tunisian General labour union 
(uGtt) – was awarded the Nobel Peace Prize in 2015. the role of civil society, and 
notably that of the uGtt, was key in the process of peaceful transition to democracy. 
in a recent study, entitled trade union power and democratic transition in tunisia –  
the uGtt: a unique story, an unprecedented experience, Sami adouani and Saïd 
Ben Sedrine shed light on how the uGtt managed to tap into its unique history 
and ample resources to keep political dialogue alive at times of crisis and to ensure 
tunisia’s successful transition from decades of autocracy to an emerging democracy. 
the uGtt was formed in 1946, when tunisia was still a french protectorate, and it 
played a key role in the post-world war ii struggle for independence. when tunisia 
finally won independence in 1956, the uGtt had two key aims, note adouani and 
Ben Sedrine: »to improve the living and working conditions of workers, and to bring 
influence to bear on the direction and programming of public development policies.«
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in fact, the report asserts that, along with other major civil society organisations, 
the uGtt was closely intertwined with the nascent state and supported its socio- 
economic programmes.
the relationship between the uGtt and the state was ambivalent, however, dur-
ing the decades of authoritarian rule that followed (habib Ben ali Bourguiba from 
1957 to 1987 and Ben ali from 1987 to 2011). while the uGtt managed to work 
with a certain degree of autonomy, it also experienced violent repression at vari-
ous junctures and served as a temporary sanctuary for opponents to the regime.

BuildiNG democracY, StreNGtheNiNG worKerS’ Power 

when the protests against Ben ali began in december 2010, the uGtt, after a 
moment of hesitation by its leadership, threw the full weight of its resources behind 
the revolution, a process pushed by the regional and local trade union associations 
that »opened their premises to protesters and made their voices heard in national 
and international media«. Propelled by the grassroots support for the revolution, 
the uGtt supported protests across the country and organised general strikes.
the uGtt’s decision to support the January 2011 lawyers general strike in particu-
lar marked a new era of alliance-building for the trade union centre and formed 
the bedrock for a post-revolution civil society alliance that would transform »the 
popular protest movement into a political initiative aimed at defending the revolu-
tionary dynamic,« according to the report.
following the fall of Ben ali on 14 January 2011, the uGtt’s influence grew as it 
led the national dialogue in an urge to resolve escalating political conflicts and 
secure the drafting of the country’s new constitution. uniting civil society stake-
holders in support of the dialogue proved key to progress on the political level. 
the role played by the uGtt during the revolution and initial transition translated 
into a surge in numbers: now with around 600,000 members out of a working 
population of around four million people, the uGtt reinforced its position as the 
largest, and most influential, organised force in tunisia.
a look back at the uGtt’s history helps to understand how it could reach this 
position of strength. throughout its history, the uGtt has been able to forge its 
identity as a unitary trade union, bringing together different political currents, say 
adouani and Ben Sedrine. that way, it was able to broaden its social power base 
and increase its associational strength, developing »expertise in conflict manage-
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ment«. it was this experience with balancing different interests and negotiating 
consensus that can be considered to be at the root of the uGtt’s key mediation 
role during the transition, according to the study.

what lieS ahead? 

tunisia is still going through a period of transition and the challenges that lie 
ahead are huge: the economy is in crisis, unemployment is high – particularly 
amongst young people – and terrorism is a threat to stability. as adouani and 
Ben Sedrine put it, »political stability was achieved at the expense of the social 
question« during tunisia’s transition to democracy.
with the initial enthusiasm of the revolution waning, the uGtt needs to adapt ac-
cordingly, the authors say. making greater inroads into the private sector, where it 
remains under-represented, addressing precarity in the informal sector, and invest-
ing in young people and women, will be some of the issues the union will have to 
tackle in the coming years. adouani and Ben Sedrine also suggest that the uGtt 
needs to change its approach towards the public sector, since its »current union vi-
sion and practices do not promote fairness, efficiency and quality in public service, 
thereby potentially harming its image in tunisian society«. finally, the uGtt will 
need to maintain »its ability to transcend diverging interests« if democracy is to be 
a lasting success. the post-revolutionary uGtt will need to »find new sources of 
power if it wants to retain its power«. 
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3.4  //   aFTer a diFFiCulT liberaTion, souTh aFriCa’s 
largesT Trade union ponders The FuTure

//  BY chriS dicKSoN 

it has been a momentous few years for the (NumSa). Since 2014 it has survived 
the organizational break from the country’s biggest trade union federation, faced 
dissent from within and without, and seen membership grow to the largest of any 
union in the history of the continent.
But it has struggled to find a niche in its new, more independent incarnation, on 
both institutional and societal levels. a bid to form a new trade union federation 
was launched in april 2017, after a number of delays. attempts to create a unit-
ed front of workers and grassroots organizations have stalled amid politicking 
and a lack of connection to communities. and the avowed objective to find a 
new, wider social relevance for the movement has not yet found a clear direction 
or voice.

the racial twiSt to South africa’S claSS StruGGle

South africa’s labour movement has a particular history, as the country’s over-
whelmingly black workers for decades laboured under the double oppression of 
apartheid and capitalist exploitation. the question of which to tackle first has long 
divided workers’ rights movements.
in 1973, the question came to a head. the eastern coastal town of durban was 
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racked by a wave of strikes, which 
gave birth to the combative metal 
and allied workers union, mark-
ing the end of »apartheid’s golden 
age«.
in the words of veteran sociology 
professor edward webster, writing 
in 1985: »for the first time in South 
african history, a mass-based, 
non-racial, industrial union was 
created, giving birth to a working 
class politics.«

through the 1970s and 80s, the country’s workers became increasingly organ-
ized, as the class struggle made better progress than the fight against apartheid. 
NumSa was formed in 1987 out of the merger of four unions in the metal and 
automotive sectors, and quickly became a leading force within the congress of 
South african trade unions (coSatu).
the unions needed political support, and coSatu found natural allies in the af-
rican National congress and the South african communist Party. in 1990, as the 
negotiations that would dismantle apartheid got under way, the three organiza-
tions formed the tripartite alliance.
the alliance marked a shift away from NumSa’s class-based strategy, and put the 
political liberation of the country’s black and coloured population at the heart of 
its freedom charter. But the partnership with the rising powers gave the unions a 
seat at the political table.

the alliaNce YearS, aNd the »Paradox of victorY«

for the next two decades, under successive aNc governments from 1994, coSatu  
fought alongside the rest of the alliance to improve the lives of union members 
and the rest of the country’s black and working class.
But already during the 90s, some unionists were uncomfortable with govern-
ment policies. a 1996 programme to boost employment in fact ended up eroding 
job security among workers, according to activists and academic observers. the 
Growth employment and redistribution (Gear) strategy liberalised trade and fi-
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nance, privatised or corporatized basic services, and allowed for outsourcing of 
non-core operations by employers.
this deregulation was seized on by all employers, producing what labour lawyer 
Jan theron called »informalization from above« in previously well-organized sec-
tors including mining, nursing and the post office 
Pragmatic voices among NumSa cadres saw these compromises as necessary. But 
others were increasingly frustrated with how much the unions had to concede in 
order to be kept on board: the »paradox of victory,« in the words of sociology 
professor Sakhela Buhlungu.
that frustration grew under Presidents thabo mbeki (1999 – 2008), and led to 
high hopes of his successor Jacob zuma (from 2009). But these were quickly 
dashed as the government failed to significantly change the course of its eco-
nomic policies.

the »NumSa momeNt«

the union has always seen itself as fighting for more than just better working 
conditions. its ultimate objective is a new, independent working-class politics to 
be pursued in all spheres: corporate negotiations, media narratives, party politics 
and grass-roots communities.
this ambition initially led NumSa to support the unions’ political partnerships, but 
then led to its disenchantment with the tripartite alliance, which it said was inca-
pable of championing a truly pro-workers and pro-poor agenda, whether meas-
ured by class or by race. »the government failed to secure economic power for the 
black majority,« NumSa General Secretary irvin Jim said.
at a special congress in 2013, NumSa opted to withdraw from the governing 
alliance and withhold its dues from the SacP, a split that has been referred to as 
the »NumSa moment« in South africa’s labour relations. 
»it is clear that the working class cannot any longer see the aNc or the SacP as 
its class allies in any meaningful sense,« Jim was quoted as saying in news reports 
at the time.
although the bulk of coSatu members remained on board with the alli-
ance, in 2014 NumSa was expelled from coSatu officially for violating the  
coSatu principle of »one union, one sector« by organising throughout value 
chains.
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a New voice for the future

NumSa has been successful in striking out alone, further increasing its member-
ship and securing recognition with the authorities and employers’ forums. But 
how far it has been able to achieve, or even define, its subsequent achievements 
is another matter.
membership, a key metric of associational power, has gone from strength to 
strength, adding up to 340,000 members compared to 220,000 in 2009. already 
the country’s largest-ever union before the split, NumSa has recruited tens of 
thousands of new members in new sectors including transport and healthcare and 
was able to reach out to young workers.
media coverage has portrayed the newly independent union as the voice of the 
workers for matters ranging beyond economic conditions to those of wider social 
concern. this improved societal power has in turn translated into further member-
ship gains, for example in the transport sector.
By careful framing of its struggle, the union has also made some new allies. when 
chinese dumping threatened the auto sector, for example, the union portrayed 
the issue in a nationalist light, prompting the government to support the whole 
sector, including the employer corporations, against the foreign threat.
the youth is another good example of improved societal impact. NumSa’s Youth 
forum has provided a point of engagement with the nation’s youth movement 
more widely, and union leaders have met with protesting students several times 
in recent months.

however, the uNioN iS Still StruGGliNG oN Several froNtS.

in its traditional role as representing workers’ interests and dedicated to a so-
cialist transformation project, it is launching a new federation to rival coSatu, 
alongside nine other unions who left and uniting 57 organisations in total, many 
of them newly found or independent unions organizing precarious workers. But 
many of these organisations have reported administrative difficulties in formal rec-
ognition. »it has taken more than two years only to register« with the department 
of labour, said thobile Ntola, President of the South african Public Service union. 
coSatu unions »were adducing all sorts of requirements to slow down the pro-
cess,« he said. Because of these and other artificial delays, his union was not part 
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of the official bargaining forum with employers in its sector, he said.
the new union of unions was launched in april. its main principles are independ-
ence from political parties, democracy, worker control, and cooperation. the new 
union will not be a member of any political party, but nor will it be apolitical, said 
zwelinzima vavi, the convenor of its steering committee, and the ousted former 
general secretary of coSatu.
But in the meantime, the union has also been working on deepening its political 
impact at grass-roots level through another initiative. the united front (uf) was 
established – initially with coSatu backing in 2014 – to improve cooperation with 
community-based organizations.
the uf has run into its own problems, as most members of its committee turned 
out to be NGo directors or employees, with little direct experience of the working- 
class communities they were supposed to represent. this legitimacy problem and 
a lack of coherent strategy and common agenda have stalled the project for the 
time being.

Growth PoteNtial

across South africa, an estimated 74 per cent of workers remain not unionised, 
a significant opportunity for a reinvigorated workers’ movement. as difficult eco-
nomic conditions prevail and disenchantment with the ruling political parties is 
high, this represents further potential support for the right movement, even be-
yond the traditional base of industrial workers.
the numbers are also there in terms of membership. But greater internal inter-
mediation and learning are essential to give the workers’ movement nationwide 
coherence, and external alliances and outreach is needed to improve its traction 
with new members, the media, and society more widely, including academia.
in particular, NumSa needs to mend its bridges with the academic community. 
for decades it was considered the flagship of South african workers’ movement by 
the country’s social scientists. But recent tensions have led to open disputes, such 
as an unprecedented attack on academics at the NumSa 2016 congress. more 
needs to be done on both sides to make room for more constructive engagement.
Paraphrasing the general secretary, it is the duty of the working class and its 
leaders to reach the hearts and minds of academics to support their project of 
emancipation.
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this does not mean that the union should stifle all internal dissent. factional dynam-
ics can be a source of enriched debate, and of cooperative factionalism. But not if 
the strife becomes exclusionary or degenerative, as has recently been the case.
NumSa is still the country’s leading workers’ organization, with more members 
than any other in the history of the continent, and who strongly see it as their 
political home due to the process of emancipation since the split from coSatu.
to turn this into real progress, it will need to reach deep into its own history of 
dialogue and consensus, as well as its radical political roots, to stay relevant and 
effective for the future.
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4.1  //   CuT-brazil, a Trade union CenTre aT The 
ForeFronT oF The FeMinisT sTruggle

//  BY Nazaret caStro 

Parity has, after a 30-year struggle, become a fundamental gain for women mem-
bers of the largest trade union in latin america, cut-Brazil. Prioritising their iden-
tity as women (over and above their political orientations), rallying the support of 
male trade union leaders and building an effective women’s collective have been 
crucial to the progress made. But many challenges remain, at a time when the 
political climate is raising fears of reversals in the field of equality.
in 2012, measures were taken to ensure that female trade unionists would 
achieve parity in the biggest trade union in Brazil and latin america, the cut 
(central Única de trabajadores), in a country where women’s representation in 
parliament, for example, is amongst the lowest in the world, and the lowest in 
South america.
the measures, implemented in 2015, were »the result of a long process of building 
power,« according to social worker didice Godinho delgado, the first coordinator 
of the cut’s National committee of working women (cNmt) and author of the 
study Building workers’ Power with Gender Parity: the case of cut-Brazil.
the cut is the largest trade union centre in latin america and the fifth largest in 
the world, bringing together 30.4 per cent of all unionised workers in Brazil, ac-
cording to the study headed by Godinho. Gender parity has turned the cut into a 
vanguard trade union within the women’s movement and an exception »not only 
within the trade union movement of Brazil, but the whole of latin america and, 
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perhaps, the world,« says Junéia 
martins Batista, who heads the Na-
tional women’s Secretariat (SNmt, 
previously cNmt) of the cut.
»we understand that working 
women are even more exploited 
than men, working the same if not 
more and earning less,« the cut 
president, vagner freitas, said in a 
recent declaration. many trade un-
ionists like him supported the prin-
ciple of parity from the beginning. 
But not all of them: »there was 

some resistance from men, because the initial idea was that, in order to establish 
parity, a number of men would have to be excluded from the leadership,« points 
out Janeslei aparecida albuquerque, the cut secretary of relations with social 
movements. »the solution found was to increase the number of secretariats to 
include a parity of women, without excluding any of the men. in other words, the 
numerical issue was resolved, but there is still a long way to go to ensure more 
women have political prominence and hold decision-making roles,« she adds. 
»that’s why we want a woman in the presidency of the cut,« says martins.
for Godinho, parity has been »decisive in building institutional power for women« 
and has strengthened the internal democracy within the trade union, as »there 
can be no democracy without women«. can men not defend women’s interests? 
»they can and they must,« says martins, but it is not enough. »it is essential that 
women also hold power, that they go from having influence to having real pow-
er.« having more women in positions of responsibility within the cut has meant 
that »women’s issues have become the trade union centre’s responsibility«.
Parity has proved successful in placing issues such as childcare facilities, collective 
launderettes and the extension of paternal leave on the trade union agenda, as 
well as furthering the debate on work-life balance and shorter working hours. But 
as Godinho explains, it took thirty years to secure it: first of all, one or two women 
were symbolically included in each committee, which conferred a »symbolic role 
on these women, as if they were the representatives of women in general,« ac-
cording to Godinho. then, in 1991, the cut adopted a minimum quota for wom-
en, which enabled »a qualitative change in the balance of power,« Godinho adds.
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the building of networks was essential during this long struggle: all the bodies 
related to women built a network, the women’s collective, and held regular meet-
ings to converge positions and share strategies. there is great diversity amongst 
the women in the cut, a combination of different identities (social, ethnic, polit-
ical), but they have proved capable of giving priority to their identity as women. 
they also succeeded in winning the support of male leaders, which was central to 
advancing their cause. 

croSS-cuttiNG iSSueS

»Not all of the women trade unionists in the cut are feminists, although their 
number is on the rise and they are fighting against all forms of discrimination, 
based on a feminism that links gender, class and race,« maintains Godinho. Since 
its foundation in 1983, the cut has been responding to the ›new trade unionism‹ 
model, engaging with social movements in working class neighbourhoods and 
with women’s movements, for example.
»there is a mainstreaming of rural and afro-descendant women’s issues within 
the cut,« explains martins. rural women have always been prominent in the cut: 
the current vice president, carmen foro, is a rural woman, which means the rural 
agenda reaches the central head office. in addition, martins recalls, »the debate 
concerning rural women links up with environmental issues: the need to care for 
the land that produces our food and to value the work of producing food, which 
family farmers provide us with, not the big companies.«
with regards to black women workers, the cut established a secretariat to com-
bat racism in 2009. its secretary, maria Júlia reis, explains: »when you are a wom-
an and you are black in this country, the situation is all the more difficult.« Gender 
and racial inequalities »are structural pillars of the inequality in Brazil,« explains 
Godinho, so they have to be addressed in tandem. indigenous women, for their 
part, have not yet been directly included in the leadership structures of the cut, 
although »we ended up engaging with them through the women’s march [earlier 
this year]«, points out albuquerque.
in addition to black and rural women, the cut integrates the diversity inherent to 
the women’s movement: women from poorer neighbourhoods, urban and rural 
workers, academics, young women and lGBti. this mainstreaming is combined 
with the women trade unionists’ capacity to build bridges with the academic 
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world and to work in partnership with social organisations. the cut is developing 
training programmes in conjunction with public universities and has contributed 
to the theoretical debate held by the feminist think tank on Productive and re-
productive work, which feminist activist vera Soares qualified as »one of the most 
interesting experiences arising from the interaction between the cut, feminist 
activists and feminist academics«. in this way, the cut »has become a constituent 
of the women’s movement« rather than a simple ally, according to maria Betânia 
Ávila of the NGo SoS corpo feminismo e democracia (feminist institute for de-
mocracy), from recife.

riSK of GoiNG BacKwardS

But much remains to be done. »Sexism is cultural and has to be tackled on a daily 
basis, in the everyday practices of the trade union movement. they are the most 
difficult barriers to break, because many women in the cut continue to replicate 
the overload of domestic tasks, the double or triple shift. Sharing domestic and 
care tasks equally is still a challenge for us,« says martins. in Brazil, according to 
official statistics, in 2014 women worked a total of 59 hours a week, combining 
social reproduction work (unpaid domestic and care work) with their work outside 
the home. they worked, on average, six hours more a day than men.
the challenges for the trade union are even greater in the current political climate. 
the cut regards the government of President michel temer with mistrust, consid-
ering it to be illegitimate and the consequence of a misogynistic campaign against 
the first woman to reach the presidency of the country, dilma rousseff. »the coup 
we experienced here has all the hallmarks of machismo, misogyny and patriarchy,« 
says albuquerque.
a conservative magazine, a mouthpiece of the right, published a report on the 
new ›first lady‹ under the heading: ›Beautiful, demure, stay-at-home wife‹, high-
lighting what this government perceives as the ideal woman. it is also with »em-
barrassment and shame« that albuquerque recalls temer’s speech on 8 march, in 
which he praised women’s financial awareness based on their housekeeping skills.
»the reforms this government is imposing are particularly damaging for women,« 
adds albuquerque. »the Pec 55, which limits public spending, will mean an end 
to many public policies linked to equality. the reform of the retirement law, which 
sets the state pension age at 65 for both men and women, ignores the fact that 
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many women start working very early in life,« says martins, who is confident that 
these reversals can be overturned through social struggle.
this political climate could affect the dynamic within the cut but, according to 
Godinho, the changes underway »have already reached a good level of consoli-
dation«. as Godinho, the report’s author concludes: »there is no turning back.«
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4.2  //  a soFT approaCh: how unionisTs  
paved an »asean way« To suCCess

//  BY ulriKe Putz 

acts of confrontation such as sit-ins, strikes, and demonstrations are common 
tactics adopted by unions trying to win labour disputes. what better way to show 
the power of a united workforce than on the street?
things work differently in Southeast asia, where patient dialogue has offered a 
surer way to success than through heated showdowns. that, at least, is the expe-
rience of union representatives trying to make their voice heard at the association 
of Southeast asian Nations (aSeaN).
Since its formation in 2007, the aSeaN Services employees trade union council 
(aSetuc) has successfully influenced the discourse on regional integration to-
wards a more socially aware aSeaN. the methods it applied provide valuable 
insight on how trade unions can develop and use their power in different ways to 
shape the political, economic and social landscape.

a SPecial waY of GettiNG thiNGS doNe

aSeaN is an intergovernmental body led and driven by the governments of its 
10  member states Brunei, cambodia, indonesia, lao Pdr, malaysia, myanmar, 
Philippines, Singapore, thailand and vietnam.
in 2007 – 40 years after the formation of aSeaN – its member states adopted the 

© aSeaN Secretariat
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aSeaN charter. it was an attempt to create an eu-style community with a single 
free-trade area for the region’s 650 million people.
the charter proclaims the so-called ›aSeaN way‹ – an adherence to flexibility, 
consensus, informality, openness, and pragmatism – to guide the member states’ 
relationships and interactions. this ›aSeaN way‹ comprises non-binding rules, 
non-interference in domestic affairs, and respect of national sovereignty. it en-
sures that regional concerns do not supersede domestic concerns.
there have been numerous free trade agreements implemented within aSeaN 
since its formation. By the end of 2013, 90 bilateral and multilateral ftas had ei-
ther been signed, negotiated or proposed within aSeaN.
through all this feverish economic activity, the social dimension of regional 
economic integration was all but forgotten. although aSeaN features a Socio- 
cultural community which seeks to address human and social dimensions, aSeaN 
efforts to promote decent work, social justice, social welfare and environmental 
sustainability have been lackluster at best.
despite remarkable economic growth – regional gross domestic product has near-
ly doubled between 2007 and 2014, making aSeaN the world’s seventh larg-
est integrated market – income inequality persists within and between member 
states. more than half of the projected employment gains in member countries 
will be in vulnerable employment.

StrateGic deciSioN

it is against this backdrop that the leadership of three Global union federations –  
union Network international asia-Pacific regional office, Building and wood 
workers international asia-Pacific, and Public Services international asia-Pacific – 
came together in 2007 to formally establish the aSeaN Services employees trade 
union council. the idea was to influence the discourse and decision-making on 
regional integration towards a more socially just aSeaN.
a consensus-based organization, aSeaN will only engage with groups that play 
by its rules, and adhere to non-confrontational and constructive dialogue. it was 
thus a strategic decision of the three global union federations to embrace ›non- 
conditional‹ social dialogue as its main approach to engaging with aSeaN. 
»it was decided at the outset that the soft approach – regular and sincere social 
dialogue – is the most appropriate in forging partnerships in aSeaN and in en-
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gaging with aSeaN governments. aSetuc’s actions are more strategic: it is very 
patient in its engagements,« says christopher Ng, regional Secretary of union 
Network international-asia-Pacific regional office, one of the three founding 
federations.

the fruitS of PatieNce

through its work, aSetuc made sure that labour issues were not lost amongst 
all the NGos and civil society organizations that are competing for the attention 
of aSeaN bodies. it proved able to leverage its power – the ability to persuasively 
articulate the need for change – and develop cooperative relationships between 
trade unions and other groups like NGos and civil society organisations. the pos-
sibilities for mediation in terms of consensus-building, and for framing discourses 
and strategies in a larger context, have proven crucial to the success of aSetuc.
although aSetuc is still not accredited as a civil society organization in aSeaN, 
its continuous and patient initiatives have earned it de facto recognition from sev-
eral national government and aSeaN bodies who recognize its industrial relations 
expertise.
from the outset, aSetuc played a long game, concentrating on what could be 
achieved in the future by shaping a socially just aSeaN. without doubt, aSetuc 
has been able to raise a legitimate voice ›of and for‹ labour in relevant aSeaN 
bodies and organs. 
Some of the results of aSetuc’s work can already be seen and measured:

n at the regional level, the aSetuc-initiated annual regional tripartite Social di-
alogue conferences have been embraced by the aSeaN senior labour officers 
and labour ministers who agreed not only to participate in these conferences but 
also to actively engage in the organization of these conferences until 2020. at the 
national level, aSetuc implements its tripartite social dialogue initiatives through 
national conferences.

n aSetuc’s occupational safety and health guidelines for the retail sector have 
been translated into various languages including Bahasa indonesia, Khmer, lao, 
thai, vietnamese and Japanese, and have been adopted by the labour ministries 
of several aSeaN countries.
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n aSetuc leaders have been regularly invited, either as resource persons or partic-
ipants, to many events organized by a number of aSeaN bodies. in may 2016, the 
aSeaN intergovernmental commission on human rights, the overarching aSeaN 
body on human rights, has officially granted aSetuc a consultative relationship 
status in recognition of the latter’s expertise on workers’ rights and decent work, 
areas where the former lacks competency. this suggests that aSetuc’s legitimacy 
and competency in advocating for social and labour dimensions in aSeaN policies 
and processes is gaining wide recognition.

n National unions are now more knowledgeable about developments within 
aSeaN and the impact of aSeaN integration on workers thanks to education 
campaigns launched by aSetuc.

important insights and learning opportunities can be drawn from aSetuc’s ex-
perience in gaining a voice ›of and for‹ labour in aSeaN. By remaining open to 
experimentation and adopting innovative strategies, aSetuc has used its existing 
power resources – associational and social power both at the regional and nation-
al level – to develop and maintain real institutional power within relevant aSeaN 
bodies. 
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4.3  //  The power oF diversiTy – The Trade union  
ConFederaTion oF The aMeriCas (TuCa)

//  BY chriS dicKSoN

the trade union confederation of the americas, tuca, (in Spanish: confeder-
ación Sindical de trabajadoras / es de las américas, cSa), is a regional branch of 
the international trade union confederation (ituc). it represents North america, 
central america, the caribbean and South america. the confederation is com-
prised of 57 national organisations in 23 countries, which represent over 50 mil-
lion workers / members. 
Since the beginning of the decade, tuca has become increasingly visible in imple-
menting a strategy of class struggle action at the hemispheric and global level. the 
climate was indeed conducive to such a project and it was developed within a re-
gional dynamic that offered an alternative to neoliberal globalisation. in the context 
of a prolonged and multifaceted international crisis, it emerged as a very dynamic 
socio-political stakeholder in tune with the guidelines promoted by progressive and 
left-wing latin american governments, which were flourishing at the time.
as progressive political coalitions went through a crisis and new regional right-
wing forces gained a stronghold, the trade union movement of the americas was 
faced with a huge challenge in both its national chapters and at the regional level –  
the challenge of coordinating the various resistance efforts that were already tak-
ing place, defending the progress made and rights gained, and constructing an 
alternative approach to overcome neoliberalism, primarization and extractivism. 
tuca was set up in 2008 as part of a process to unify the institutions of the 
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global trade union movement in the ituc in 2006. it arose from the merger of the 
trade union confederation of the americas (orit-cioSl) and the latin american 
confederation of labour (clat / cmt), together with other independent groups. 
however, it was also the result of changes in regional trade unionism from 1990s 
onwards, which brought about a significant shift in its political and ideological 
orientation.
the mobilisation against the free trade area of the americas (ftaa) lead to new 
forms of struggle and a renewal of the hemisphere’s trade union movement. at 
the same time, it created a common ground and served as a catalyst for bringing 
together different traditional ways of trade union action at the national level. this 
convergence facilitated the foundation of tuca, whose current main policies are 
a trade union self-reform, the rejection of free trade agreements, gender equality 
in trade union representation and the creation of social partnerships.

orGaNiSiNG a SeemiNGlY uNfathomaBle eNtitY

tuca’s main challenge is to reconcile the interests of heterogenous trade union 
movements of differing significance and size, with diverse traditional ideologies 
and national realities. it should also be noted that 80 per cent of tuca’s members 
are concentrated in four countries – Brazil, the united States, argentina and can-
ada. these represent not only different levels of organisation, different capacity- 
building measures / types and power resources, but at times also very divergent 
demands which have an influence on temporary action, long-term strategies and 
the definition of demands not always shared by everybody.
as a confederal organisation, it does not directly represent workers belonging to 
one or several areas of activities or territories, but rather groups together national 
trade union organisations. it thus does not take part in tripartite social dialogue 
spaces or sectoral collective bargaining. its focus is on regional and international 
activities. its strength as an association is thus indirectly determined by the clout 
and organisational capacity of its members. and more directly, by how efficiently 
it organises the myriad of national demands and traditions into a common region-
al agenda. essentially, it depends on its ability to mediate and its organisational 
agility.
a characteristic feature of its internal structure are participatory bodies such as the 
committees (of women and of young people) as well as working Groups. these 
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simultaneously function as internal democratisation mechanisms and technical fo-
cus groups which bolster its strength as an association, institution and social force. 
tuca has carried out action that seeks to exert influence mainly in the area of 
international labour standards. Particularly notable in terms of its work within the 
united Nations system is its participation in the ilo, and coP of the united Nations 
framework convention on climate change. tuca does not have official delega-
tions; its influence is political. it develops a coordinated strategy together with the 
national delegations from the region which act as the workers’ representatives at 
the international labour conference. it has a strong influence within the workers’ 
Group in the Governing Body of the ilo, which is tasked with elaborating the 
agendas of the tripartite body. tuca’s working groups provide a core of technical 
and trade union personnel who drive intervention in the ilo.

coNStructiNG a JoiNt Polit ical viSioN

tuca’s strategy is comprised of two axes which work together: socio-political 
trade unionism and self-reform. Both are focused on broadening the trade union 
movement’s representation base, promoting democratisation and defining ob-
jectives which go beyond the economic-corporate demands of traditional trade 
unionism.
at the beginning, its programme, summarised in an alternative development pro-
posal, comprised four dimensions to ensure it is comprehensive: the political, eco-
nomic, social and environmental areas of action. the discussions evolved around 
these four elements; participants proposed new topics, added nuances or revised 
old concepts until a consensus was built over the content of a document. the 
result was the development Platform of the americas (Plada) – tuca’s current 
political and programmatic tool.
the Plada required a huge organisational and consensus-building effort on a 
wide array of topics within a group of national trade union organisations which is 
extremely heterogenous due to members’ different traditions, sizes and levels of 
representation, but fundamentally also due to the wide range of labour conditions 
and policies on the continent.
tuca sought to involve the continent’s most important social movements 
throughout this process. the platform consolidated and widened the range of 
alliances and achieved considerable political recognition. the Plada was used to 
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underpin different processes that were developed in the ilo, uNaSur and coPs. 
2014 saw its public launch in chile (with an event organised by tuc chile and at-
tended by President Bachelet) and then in uruguay, together with President ›Pepe‹ 
mujica and several ministers.
Global trade unions form another key component of this policy of creating allianc-
es; they appear at two levels: externally (coordination in international trade union 
federations at the global and hemispheric level) and internally (tuca’s statutes 
provide for the global trade unions to participate in ordinary congresses, the ex-
ecutive committee, the working committees and groups with a right to speak but 
without voting rights).
in parallel, the policy of self-reform helped to build consensus over problems 
which affect the working class and trade union movement across the conti-
nent. in terms of gender equality and equity, the implementation of represent-
ative parity in all of tuca’s organisational entities, the creation of the working 
women’s committee of the americas and the call to the first working women’s 
conference (2015) was a big success. there is thus coexistence between internal 
mechanisms of democratisation and gender parity in steering and forming multi- 
sectoral alliances which counter, at the regional level, any hegemony of certain 
corporate, anti-democratic, patriarchal and exclusionary trade union traditions at 
the national level.

KeYS of SucceSS: alliaNceS, Socio-Polit ical trade uNioNiSm, 

Self-reform aNd coordiNatioN of levelS of actioN

So, one must ask whether it is possible to extrapolate tuca’s experience to oth-
er regions in which ituc is present? of course, there are no automatic answers 
to this question, and regional specificities and local traditions should be taken 
into account. Nevertheless, certain organisational and guidance mechanisms have 
yielded positive results in latin america, making it possible to replicate them by 
adapting them to the specific characteristics of each region. among these, we 
would highlight the construction of regional platforms with participative meth-
odologies which promote programme-related unity, intervention in regional 
integration processes, fraternal collaboration with social movements and a counter- 
hegemonic rhetoric anchored in regional traditions of struggles and ideology.
one of the lessons learnt from analysing tuca as a case study is that, faced with 
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weakness in terms of structural power, making use of the resources of associative 
power (by broadening representation as well as boosting internal participation 
and democratisation) and social power (by forming a broad range of alliances with 
related sectors and involving social struggles and political projects that widely spill 
over the limits of trade union action) can offer an alternative strategy to models 
anchored merely in traditional trade union approaches.
the current forms of work division and organisation require the trade union move-
ment to take the coordination between different levels of action (local, national, 
regional and international) very seriously and to pay strong attention to new sub-
ject groups that appear on the labour market and become increasingly active in 
the political and social spheres, in particular women, migrants, self-employed, the 
unemployed and the workers of the social and informal economy. to do so is a 
prerequisite for movements that seek to be more than mute guests at banquets 
where large transnational corporations run the show.
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4.4  //   ForCed inTo a CoMpliCaTed TransiTion 
(vieTnaM)

//  BY ulriKe Putz

the first wildcat strikes in the 1990s in vietnam were perceived as nothing more 
than a nuisance for the vietnam General confederation of labor (vGcl), the sole 
official trade union in the country.
But as the wave of industrial action reached a peak of nearly 1,000 strikes and 
work stoppages in 2011 without any involvement from the vGcl, the union lead-
ership could no longer ignore what was happening.
worried about becoming obsolete and losing the trust of workers, the vGcl un-
derstood the urgent need of elementary change to the way it operated.
vGcl’s problem was that it was stuck in the past. while its standing in state enter-
prises was still strong, the economic reforms introduced by the communist Party 
of vietnam (cPv) to transform a controlled market into a free market economy 
had resulted in the rapid diversification of economic structures.
New economic actors had also emerged. in sectors like the garment and electron-
ics industry, private and foreign investors are taking over equitised state enterpris-
es. the labour struggle, too, had long shifted to the private sector.
vGcl is and was a huge organization. By 2013 it had 9.2 million members. But 
recruitment was often done in collaboration with employers: the trade union dis-
played a top-down attitude, undermining trust in vGcl.
until it reformed itself, vGcl could and would not be seen an honest honest rep-
resentative of the entire, changing workforce.

© Benoît ollevier
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coNtradictiNG taSKS

the strike wave that rattled vietnam in the first decade of the 2000s was organ-
ised by the workers themselves, without any contribution from the vGcl. Partici-
pants were developing a class consciousness, but did not feel the need to affiliate 
with any kind of trade union.
the strikes were successful because the treatment of workers in those companies 
had been deplorable beyond doubt. the self-organised strike-actions had made 
the grievances public and visible, exposing the vGcl’s inability to address such 
blatant violations of workers’ rights.
vGcl was facing a huge dilemma. if it wanted to remain relevant, it had to estab-
lish strong unions in the new emerging sectors, and regain the trust of the labour 
force by changing its strategies and tactics.
at the same time, it also had to fulfill its duties under vietnam’s political system. 
adopting a necessary new approach in representing the working class was threat-
ening to disconnect the union from the cPv and the state.
the vGcl leadership eventually understood that recruiting new members was not 
enough. the union needed to change its structures, its methods and its whole 
mentality to cope with the challenge at hand.

uSiNG Polit ical iNflueNce

vGcl’s main advantage is and was its strong position in the vietnamese political 
system. vGcl was part of the independence movement, and under constitution it 
is »the representative of the total workforce in vietnam«.
through its proximity to the ruling cPv it has significant political influence. it has 
direct access to the prime minister on important economic issues, and is regularly 
consulted by the parliament on all draft laws that impact the workforce.
Between 2010 and 2012, vGcl used this institutional power to pave the way for 
structural and organisational transformation. the vGcl spearheaded the 2012 
amendment to the labour code, and the enactment of a new trade union law 
in the same year.
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BiG wiNS

the labour code established a new institution: the National wage council 
(Nwc). Since 2013, the tripartite body consisting of the party, government and 
employer organizations and workers has come together every year to renegotiate 
the minimum wage. 
this is in part thanks to the vGcl. its previous research on the minimum living 
standards of the workers revealed that the minimum wage met just 70 per cent of 
minimum living standards.
that put both the party and the parliament under pressure. they decided to tie 
the minimum wage to actual minimum living standards, making vietnam the only 
country in Southeast asia with an official policy in this regard. this marked a big 
success for vGcl.
on top of this, the new labour code introduced the obligation for written labour 
contracts and limited overtime working hours.
it guaranteed a certain wage level during the probation period, increased materni-
ty leave for women workers from four to six months and eliminated forced labour.
But the most important changes were the provisions on collective bargaining. in the 
past, collective bargaining was legally possible in vietnam but limited in practice.
in theory, binding standardised working conditions and social responsibilities were 
to be stipulated at sector or industrial level. But because there were no employers’ 
associations on the industrial level to bargain with, it hardly ever happened.
this is now expected to change. Some federations of labour on the district and 
provincial level are already testing multi-employer bargaining in selected industries.
vGcl also reports some gradual changes in the formal character of collective 
bargaining and a steady increase in the number of companies participating in 
industry-wide agreements.
the new trade union law on the other hand improved the standing of trade un-
ionists – above all on the grassroots level – and enhanced the protection of trade 
union officers, making a grassroots approach for vGcl feasible.

Bottom-uP aPProach

the process of change, which started with law making efforts, had an impact on 
vGcl’s structures and organization.
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while being involved with the law making process, vGcl for the first time pre-
sented the draft of two laws for discussion to lower level union members. this 
not only helped them contribute their own input, but won vGcl broad support 
among the workforce.
encouraged by this, the vGcl leadership decided to keep on using a bottom-up, 
or worker centered approach to representing the rights and interests of workers. 
it has been rewarded by growing membership.

leSSoNS learNed

vGcl today knows that the process of change is still unfolding. But the lessons 
learned will give some guidance for the future.
most importantly, vGcl understood that developing the capacities of learning is 
essential, as is constant exchange with members and the broad mass of workers.
vGcl recognized that by focusing on representing the interests of working people 
in vietnam, it can become more independent from the party and the state.
it will also strengthen its fundamental powers in a way that makes it easier for it 
to accomplish its other duty, namely to help build and defend the »socialist viet-
namese homeland«. 
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4.5  //   souTh aFriCa’s largesT union TaCkles 
ThreaT oF globalizaTion To workers’ righTs

//  BY chriS dicKSoN 

South africa’s workers are seeing their rights threatened by globalization. as sup-
ply chains spread and capital flows more easily across borders, employers have 
more opportunities to outmanoeuvre traditional industrial action, undermining 
the bargaining power of unions.
the country’s largest trade union is rising to meet the challenge. after years of po-
litical turmoil, metalworkers’ trade union NumSa has made the strategic decision 
to expand along value chains and into new sectors. the move has caused tensions 
with the establishment and other unions, but is essential to arm the workers’ 
struggle with the right resources to preserve their rights in the 21st century.
expanding the union’s membership along and across value chains »will give us 
both bargaining power and political power,« said hlokoza motau, head of organ-
ising, campaigns and collective Bargaining (occB). »when we strike it means we 
can almost bring the country to a standstill.«

value chaiNS: a looPhole to Be cloSed

the effectiveness of industrial action – or the threat of it – depends on its ability to 
block the flow of capital and create unacceptable cost to the employer. if the em-
ployer can reroute production, through for example non-union staff, outsourced 
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services, or overseas facilities, then the bargaining power of organized labour is 
correspondingly weakened.
historically, unions organized by sector and geography. workers’ solidarity across, 
for example, all the car manufacturing plants in a given country was enough to 
bring corporations to the negotiating table. But globalization has increased op-
portunities to circumnavigate those bargaining pressures, if the employer »hives 
off activities, for instance by outsourcing or privatisation,« in the words of a 2014 
presentation by NumSa officials.
how can a union possibly negotiate wages for a given factory’s workers, if the 
employer can respond by taking its work away and giving it instead to a supplier 
whose workers are not represented in those negotiations?
to close this loophole and preserve its bargaining power, NumSa has changed its 
membership structure and is expanding across sectors and up and down value chains.

exPerieNce of coNSolidatioN

NumSa has experience of successfully expanding to adapt to changing needs. it 
was formed in 1987 out of the merger of four unions, two in the metalworking 
sector and two in automotive production. in 1989, it secured negotiating rights at 
the National Bargaining forum, covering seven of the eight major employers in the 
motor assembly sector. By 2014, it was able to mobilize 220,000 metals workers in 
strikes that made global headlines. as of January 2015, it was the largest union in 
the history of the continent, with more than 360,000 members.

leveraGiNG aSSociatioNal Power iNto real BarGaiNiNG Power

But the union has long been aware that the weight of numbers – a key element of 
its associational power – is not enough to keep pace with the evolving threats to its 
members’ rights. at a special congress in 2013 it considered its options, and decided 
to break with the sectoral boundaries of unions and to expand across value chains.
anyone objecting to this new order »can go to hell,« said irvin Jim, NumSa gen-
eral secretary at the time, aware of the potential upset to other unions. »we will 
recruit workers that come to us and want to belong to the organisation.«
in the case of an automotive production plant, for example, this would mean welcom-
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ing new members from other roles within the facility, such as canteen or security work-
ers, as well as those involved in suppliers’ production, for example tyre manufacturers, 
and even those employed downstream, in auto dealerships or car wash stations.
this expansion drive, approved by the 2013 resolution, has led to the recruitment 
of 27,760 new members from related sectors, including air and rail transport as 
well as road freight, as well as cross-sectoral industries such as catering, cleaning 
and construction, the union said in 2016.
»it is important that, in order to build our power, we exist in these sectors,« motau 
said. »Part of NumSa’s strategy is to have the same bargaining periods,« allowing 
the union to threaten what would effectively amount to a general strike, he said.
the boost in recruit numbers is evidence of the success of the new strategy. and 
when it translates into improvements in NumSa’s bargaining power, that should 
in turn further increase the union’s appeal to potential new members.

BreaKiNG the mould

NumSa’s new direction put it on a collision course with the country’s labour and 
political institutions. in particular, the expansion violated the »one industry, one 
union« policy of the congress of South african trade unions (coSatu), which 
expelled NumSa from its ranks in November 2015.
however, the union had obtained approval of its new constitution from the depart-
ment of labour in January of that year, freeing it of many recruitment restrictions. 
Some of those had been imposed by employers, such as the distinction between 
core and non-core workers in a facility. But other restrictions were laid down by the 
unions to avoid conflicts that could undermine the effectiveness of collective action. 
NumSa’s new recruitment drive violated these, and drew flak from its former allies.
General Secretary Jim defended the new membership rules against such criticism. 
»if people want to take that as poaching, well, workers are not rhinos but human 
beings,« he said in 2013. even before the new recruitment rules, workers from 
all sectors had been approaching NumSa of their own volition and requesting 
membership, he said, adding that this was a recognition of NumSa’s activism and 
collective bargaining gains in its traditional sectors.
he also said that a level of cross-sectoral activity was unavoidable and already wide-
spread. »Public sector unions are recruiting among themselves,« and NumSa’s  
own member base had started to include drivers and other service providers even 
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before 2013, he said. furthermore, coSatu itself recognised as early as 2003, at 
its 8th national congress, that any demarcation of membership should respect the 
need for solidarity with other parts of the supply chain. NumSa argues that its 
expansion is in the spirit of this requirement.
Politically, the expulsion from coSatu also ousted NumSa from South africa’s 
tripartite alliance, which unites coSatu, the South african communist Party 
(SacP) and the ruling african National congress party (aNc). in fact, political dis-
agreements may have contributed more to the rift than did the new recruitment 
practices. the union had formally called on coSatu to break its alliance with 
the aNc, and had withheld payment of affiliation fees to the group as well as its 
contributions to the SacP levy in protest. these actions were cited in the coSatu 
resolution to terminate NumSa membership.
Securing workers’ rights for the globalized century NumSa’s new constitution and 
its emancipation from coSatu put the union in a strong position to go it alone 
and best defend its members’ interests against the shifting context of globalized 
capital and production.
the recent boost to its membership, in spite of the split with other unions, is a valida-
tion of the path that NumSa has struck out on. But these new members are not just 
to make up the numbers – they must secure fair wage increases and feel the bene-
fits of membership, as officials noted at the 2016 National Bargaining conference.
only if the improved associational power translates into workplace bargaining 
power – a key element of structural power – will the movement be able to remain 
appealing to new recruits and retain its ability to strike the best deal for them.
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4.6  //   eMbarking on a long, buMpy road  
To suCCess (Malaysia)

//  BY ulriKe Putz

By any measure, foreign domestic workers (fdw) in malaysia have it pretty 
bad. most of the women work backbreaking hours, seven days a week. many 
are beaten regularly and locked up like pets when their employers leave the 
house.
if their bosses decide not to pay them, there is little they can do. many are literally 
trapped. Because their employers can confiscate their passports and phones, there 
are few ways to tell anyone how bad things are, ask for advice, or flee. 
despite this, an estimated 250,000 women from indonesia, the Philippines, cam-
bodia and Nepal work in malaysia as domestic help. work being scarce at in their 
home countries, they come to malaysia hoping for a decent salary. instead, they 
often live and work in dire circumstances, with few protections offered by malay-
sian authorities.
the inhumane treatment of migrant workers in malaysia led the united States to 
downgrade malaysia to the bottom third of countries ranked in the 2014 uS traf-
ficking in Persons report (tiP). the report refers to bonded or slave-like working 
conditions in malaysia.
due to incidences of deaths, torture and rape, indonesia and cambodia banned 
sending domestic workers to malaysia in 2009 and 2011 respectively.

© iStock.com / 79Photography
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whY orGaNiSe NoN-worKerS?

in 2005, the malaysia trade union congress (mtuc) took notice of the precarious 
conditions of foreign women working in the country. with 250 affiliated unions 
and around 500,000 members, the mtuc is the only officially recognised labour 
centre in malaysia which has a seat on the national industrial tribunal 
at the time, malaysian unions were in crisis, barely allowed to exist in a hostile 
political environment.
trade union membership was restricted to certain workplaces, strikes against un-
fair labour practices were practically illegal, and unions were banned from spend-
ing money on political campaigns. unions had lost their industrial muscle and 
were bleeding members, exacerbating their financial problems.
to revive the organisation, the mtuc decided to look for new members by con-
fronting issues beyond their comfort zone, such as increased outsourcing and an 
influx of migrant workers. 
But before mtuc could represent migrant and domestic workers, its leadership 
and members needed to change their mindset, with the malaysian public tradi-
tionally seeing migrant labourers as taking away jobs.
representing domestic helpers would mean a major shift from mtucs traditional 
base of mostly male malay workers.
there were practical problems. thought of as servants, domestic workers are still 
not formally recognised in malaysia, and are effectively excluded from the recently 
adopted minimum wage. mtuc would have to tread lightly in order to represent 
»non-workers« and stay on the right side of existing laws. 
the mtuc was also structurally geared toward collective bargaining on behalf of 
factory workers with formal employment relationships and did not quite know 
how to organise on behalf of foreigners who were typically in malaysia for a limit-
ed time and were the only employee at their workplace.

SetBacKS aNd SucceSSeS

in an effort to reach out to this mostly female workforce, mtuc formed a domes-
tic workers desk staffed with female coordinators to organise various activities 
and awareness programs. the aim was to organise fdws and push for reform of 
labour laws that restricted and excluded domestic workers. 
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to give domestic workers legal sta-
tus, the mtuc twice tried to reg-
ister a separate organisation, the 
domestic workers’ association. 
Both attempts – in 2007 and 2014 – 
were rejected with no explanations 
or reasons given. today, it is not a 
separate desk but the mtuc wom-
en’s committee that has responsi-
bility for the union movement’s 
domestic workers’ program.
hoping to replicate the hong Kong 
experience, where domestic workers were organising during their day-offs, in 
2008 the mtuc decided to team up with migrant, women and human rights 
NGos and embark on a »one-day-off-a-week« campaign.
the campaign reached a milestone in 2009 when the malaysian government de-
veloped a new policy that would allow domestic workers one day off a week, as 
well as making employers deposit their wages in their own bank accounts. today, 
the mtuc is continuing to push until the government to enact the policy into law.
the mtuc has also pushed the government to address the rampant practice of 
employers who confiscate the passports of migrant workers. in 2014, the govern-
ment issued a strong public statement that withholding of passports was illegal in 
malaysia and any employers found violating this would face stiff legal penalties.
the release of policies orders mandating a weekly day-off for domestic workers; 
depositing their wages into their own bank accounts; and a government warning 
against the withholding of passports can be considered small victories for the 
mtuc and domestic workers in malaysia. however, the road ahead toward formal 
recognition remains bumpy.

StrateGieS aNd tacticS

for the mtuc, repeatedly invoking the 2014 uS trafficking in Persons report was 
a useful tactic in a country where maintaining malaysia’s international standing as 
pluralist, multi-ethnic society is important to the government and its institutions.
taking advantage of this, the mtuc pressured the government to improve 

© iStock.com / rawpixel
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conditions for migrant workers as well as overriding restrictive labour laws and 
regulations.
another key to the campaign was international collaboration. mtuc worked 
closely with several NGos from the countries of origin, such as the National labour 
center of Nepal and a labour center from the Philippines called SeNtro.
mtuc even agreed to assist SeNtro in its organizing and education work for 
domestic workers in malaysia. in turn, SeNtro has agreed to deploy a filipino or-
ganiser in malaysia under the mtuc umbrella and to assist in organising not only 
filipino domestic workers but other nationalities as well.
mtuc’s outreach to sending countries is a good example of transnational coop-
eration. in a time of globalised work and trade, approaches like this seem to be a 
good way for innovative trade unions to expand their influence and power base.
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4.7  //   TeaChers’ union FighTs To preserve iTs 
righTs Through labour reForM (honduras)

//  BY chriS dicKSoN

honduras has seen a sharp deterioration in its political and social situation in the 
aftermath of the 2009 coup d’état. Several basic rights such as the freedom of 
association, the freedom of unionization or collective bargaining have come under 
attack as the government appears to seek out ways to undermine representative 
democracy.
colPedaGoGoSh, one of the five trade unions representing teachers in the 
country, has been fighting to preserve minimum standards in its sector and sup-
port other social movements defending the rule of law and democracy. to do 
this, it has been widening its power resources and reforming its internal struc-
ture. in spite of constant attempts by political powers to undermine unions,  
colPedaGoGoSh remains one of the most solid trade unions in the country.

hiGh Polit icS aNd low BlowS

the low education budget in honduras is a major cause of the country’s poverty 
rates, one of the highest in latin america, with around 40 per cent of its almost 
nine million inhabitants living in extreme poverty.
the colegio de Pedagogos de honduras (Pedagogues association of honduras, or 
colPedaGoGoSh in the Spanish acronym) was founded in 1982, when a fledg-
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ling democracy was restored in the country. there were five teachers’ unions in 
total, also known as »associations« or »colleges«, and grouped under the umbrel-
la organization federación de organizaciones magisteriales de honduras (federa-
tion of teachers’ organizations of honduras, or fomh). until the 2009 coup, the 
teachers’ unions enjoyed substantial institutional power, were autonomous and 
belligerent, and had generous resources to defend state education and teachers’ 
labour rights.
this institutional power was undermined by the two right-wing governments that 
followed the coup, which weakened public institutions by privatizing services, par-
ticularly health and education. the state secretary under the current presiden-
cy has further embarked on a campaign against teachers’ unions, suspending all 
cooperation with them and excluding them from negotiations and decisions on 
education issues.
the government has even brought lawsuits against these unions, accusing them of 
corruption, although judges have dismissed all the cases so far. the government’s 
animosity may have a political motivation, as a response to the open support by 
colPedaGoGoSh of the opposition movement the frente Nacional de resisten-
cia Popular (National front of People’s resistance), an organization with strong 
popular support which emerged as a reaction against the 2009 coup.
Perhaps the most effective low blow against the unions has been government’s – 
illegal – move to suspend the union fees deducted from workers’ pay. mid 2012, 
a legislative decree reallocated the workers’ union fees collected at source to the 
instituto Nacional de Previsión del magisterio (National institute for teachers’ 
welfare, or iNPrema) and created the cuentas de ahorro Provisional (accounts 
of Provisional Savings, or caP). this led to a substantial decrease in the union’s 
budget and to a new obstacle for the acquisition of resources, as well as impacting 
membership levels.

a NeceSSarY aNd timelY reform 

the 2009 coup d’état took place as the union was undergoing an internal apprais-
al to identify its main organizational weaknesses. in 2010 it was decided to reform 
its charter. a year later, the relevant legislation was introduced to the National 
congress, which passed it in 2012. the most pressing need was to strengthen the 
union’s internal structures, to allow it to better participate in the social struggle 
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and revive the democratic order.
the reform brought more transparency, internal democracy and participation to 
the union. term limits for the governing board were reduced to two consecutive 
periods of two years each. in the same vein, residential voting was introduced 
for all governing boards at all levels, meaning such elections no longer excluded 
members who were unable to attend the union’s congresses, and increasing voter 
participation. this inclusive democratic process strengthened the union’s structur-
al and associative power.
the reform also created the position of women’s Secretary, with the aim of guar-
anteeing women’s leadership and gender equality. moreover, the Secretaría de 
asuntos Pedagógicos (Secretary of Pedagogical issues) was also created to dis-
seminate basic information about unionism, especially the union reform. eligibility 
for the teachers’ union was expanded to include those enrolled in a pedagogy 
baccalaureate, and every university student in the last 10 per cent of their studies. 
lastly, the reforms provided legal counsel for workers victimized by government 
repression, as well as an on-going radio news bulletin.
the intention behind this internal strengthening was also to align the union’s ef-
forts with those of other social movements in honduras. an important element 
in this regard was the maintenance of fluid communications, both among the five 
teachers’ unions and with other organizations. this allowed the unions to incor-
porate wider social demands, such as the struggle of indigenous peoples and the 
peasants for access to the land, the fight for control over food access, issues faced 
by students at high school and university, and the rights of people with diverse 
sexual orientations.
in spite of the government’s strategies to destabilize teachers’ unions,  
colPedaGoGoSh has managed to keep its position as one of the strongest in 
any sector, economically and in terms of membership. against the persistent fi-
nancial and juridical repression by the government, it has carried out substantial 
reforms and increased its power resources.
even in such adversity, the union has retained around 60 per cent of the membership 
it had before the government co-opted the union fees and suspended automatic 
membership. and it is taking measures to attract more members. as a conse-
quence of its reform and cooperation with other unions and social organizations,  
colPedaGoGoSh is still a legitimate and active role model as well as a force to 
be reckoned with when it comes to union strategies, education policies and labour 
rights. 
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